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How to turn a high strength steel cup 
e s 

nh inside out, cold 

N vz OFFHAND, anyone familiar with high Starting with a 38 in. diameter steel 
N N Yy . strength steels would say it couldn’t be —_ blank (Fig. 1) the press first draws the 
Y 'F < [3 done. But one of our customers does _ steel into a shallow cup (Fig. 2). As 
N /, Ee it every day. the stroke continues, the cup is literally 
N U/ ‘ ] f / Employing a unique reverse-drawing turned inside out (Fig. 3) to form the 

N NZ 2 . methodand usingaU-S‘SHighStrength finished cup (Fig. 4) which has very 

Steel especially adapted for this process, | uniform wall thickness. Two of these 
they turn out cylindrical containers of cups are then welded together to make 

ZR N various kinds that are not only stronger _ a cylinder. 

\ N Y than those made from carbon steel but Made with high strength steel, cyl- 
Vs «x weigh substantially less. inders weigh about 20 lbs. less. The 

N 7 ‘ j r ) ) To accomplish this, the steel has to maker gets 26% more cylinders from 

7 N Yj, e- ra meet two entirely opposite require- each ton of steel used. Lighter weight 

y ° . ments. It has to be so strong that it | makes cylinders easier to handle, and 
. s . . 

can be used in thinner gages to reduce _also pays off in lower freight costs— 
weight, and yet must have enough duc- _ both on the steel from our mills and on , 

tility to satisfy the drastic fabrication cylinders shipped. (A customer 500 

A N method that would be considered se- miles away saves as much as $100 per 

N \ vere even for carbon steel. carload.) 
Y N —™ This method is used to draw cups Developing special steels for special 
N | 7 for large, low-pressure cylinders. These customer needs is an important job of 

N Y ! Yj, cups, 1414 in. in diameter and 24144 in. United States Steel metallurgists and 
LV, deep, are drawn cold, from 12-gage engineers. With their tremendous back- 

steel blanks in one con- ground of practical experience, they are 

4 tinuous stroke in a re- ready to work on any problem that in- 
verse draw press. The volves the more efficient use of steel. 
diagrams at left show United States Steel Corporation, 525 
how it is done. William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

OF ee Se
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Do you own everything you would like? 

If not, perhaps the problem 

of worker lay-offs could be solved 

Ee MAN, woman and child in America knows world never dreamed of. More store clerks would 
of many things he would buy if he could afford —_ be needed to handle the demand, more transpor- 

them—that is, if the price were low enough. tation workers to haul the goods, more workers 
Cutting prices to the point retailers and manu- to produce them. The more demand and produc- 
facturers lose money and go bankrupt is no tion, the lower the costs and prices; the lower 
answer. Cutting costs is. the costs and prices, the more the demand and 

Suppose every producer (mine, farm, factory) | production. And everyone would have more and 

equipped itself with the most modern productive more of the things he wants. 

equipment — and fait tax laws et them save Why isn’t it done? Greed, fear, misunderstanding. 
enough to pay for that equipment. Then let every . 
worker use that equipment at maximum efficiency. Honesty, hard work, unselfishness would do it, 

Cc ld bl for the principle has been proven a thousand 
OSES WOU, tum es . times. We’ve tried laws, contracts, strikes, slow- 

Then let business pass those savings on to downs—and all we've got is hatreds, shortages, 
the public. and periodic lay-offs. Is there a leader great 

Prices would tumble. enough to rally all America to put this positive 
Finally, suppose the consumer did his part, and © approach to work? The approach that every 

bought. There would be such business as the honest man knows in his heart is right. 

There are employment opportunities at i A wi 
Warner & Swasey for young men of <P a? ae L 

ability and character who believe as ane nes ie i. OTR 
firmly in the principles of Americanism ls" ee Cae ey E 
as they do in the principles of sound ai oe Se, vi. ghee 

engineering. Write Charles Ufford. a ae Conia wae 

Eintarces 

YOU CAN PRODUCE IT BETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS WITH WARNER & SWASEY MACHINE TOOLS, TEXTILE MACHINERY, CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY 
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cars and trucks. It also manufactures many other types 
of civilian goods from heating and air conditioning 
systems to refrigerators, from fractional h.p. motors 

‘i i: to Diesel locomotives. 
And, as a top defense contractor, GM builds every- z 

| thing from rockets and range finders to jet and Turbo- 
Prop airplane engines. 

P So there’s plenty to work on at GM. And plenty 
of engineering brains to work with. 

your jo ll ure Our many graduate engineers in top management 
prove that the engineer with the ability to make real 
use of what GM has to offer can build himself a very 

The futuristic-looking object in the picture above is a neiel tig fatine in the ae om 

demonstration model of Maxwell’s distortion energy © why not ask your Gollege, agement Culee sta : 
‘ — . . arrange an interview for you with the GM College 

theory concerning the yielding of ductile materials. : : pa 5 
And it’s used by our General Motors research Representative the next time he visits your campus? | 

engineers in their study of “‘bearing fatigue.” Ordrop us a‘line, 

From this study they have succeeded in discover- s 

ing new facts about the “thick and thin” of bearing GM Positions now available in these fields: 
surface metals—and thus added to wearing qualities of 
journal and engine bearings. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING * ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

We publish it here to point up a fact that should METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING * INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 

not be overlooked by the engineering student with a CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
bent for research. 

That fact is the wealth of opportunity for the 
research-minded engineer to function creatively at GEN ERAL MOTORS 

General Motors. pi 1 Siaff 

Yet research engineering is only one of the oppor- ersonnel Staff, ca. 

tunities at General Motors for the graduate engineer. Detroit 2, Michigan 

For GM is not only a leading producer of motor- 

2 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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ie 500 SHAKES PER SECOND. This Sperry engineer | 
— 60CU closely observes the performance of a Gyropilot* flight 1 

|| control system being vibration tested at 500 cycles per l 
| | second on a shake table. All Sperry equipments are being : 
2 constantly “tortured” and exposed to conditions more rig- 
ee | orous than they will undergo even in tomorrow’s aircraft. 

Things are on the move at Sperry 
»»-WITH EXCELLENT OPENINGS aeronautical, electrical, electronic, education while you earn. And liberal 

AND TOP SALARIES mechanical engineers—physicists—tech- employee benefits are provided for all. 

FOR GRADUATE ENGINEERS! “ical writers and field engineers for aneap ror ForTY Years! 

. _.. , applied engineering. Sperry research leadership has led the 
How wok eden? to Th Pe eat AViRRCTTOEOORTIONS industry for more than a generation. 
working with leaders? . . . That’s wha' : ‘ : sjoil Gann da at SHEE. Long Island—A pleasant suburban Today Sperry is the tecognized leader in 

. atmosphere convenient to New York. developing automatic controls for navi- 

You enjoy good pay as you keep on Modern plant. Well-equipped labora- gation. From Sperry s work in gyro- 

learning—in research, product develop- tories. Excellent working facilities. scopics and electronics have come 

ment, or field work. You'll be expected . . the Gyropilot* flight controller, Zero 
to use originality and a fresh approach /” the Field—There are excellent applied Reader® flight director, radar, servo- 
to every problem. And as a member of ¢ngineering opportunities in various sec- mechanisms, computing mechanisms and 
the Sperry engineering staff, you'll have tions of the United States and abroad. communications equipment. 

continuing creative challenge. GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS CHECK YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR DATES 

CHOICE OPENINGS FROM WHICH TO CHOOSE The way is clear for steady advancement. een OUR echooc Gk wane 
Diversity is the word . . . openings for You are encouraged to continue your SPERRY EMPLOYMENT SECTION 148. 

#T.M, REG, U.S. PAT. OFF. 

| 
S 

GREAT NECK, NEW YORK ¢ CLEVELAND « NEW ORLEANS * BROOKLYN * LOS ANGELES * SAN FRANCISCO ¢ SEATTLE 
IN CANADA ¢ SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED, MONTREAL, QUEBEC 
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SS _ . . . Wire =e » Engineering Planning, 

i I Pray I Design and Construction 
ul oc! J The development and economic utilization 
| Sree of progressive engineering methods to make 

i ose ay possible the continued expansion of industry 
== and modern living. 

d S wo Jj © Power System Engineering 
"| Y a | The application of proved engineering prin- 

: ciples to the day-to-day problems of operat- 
b 5 (y ing the equipment used in the production, 
ya % transmission and distribution of electric 

0) V0 l [ BN —— power. 

1 | gl 
: ie If e Sales and Customers Service 
es Paco 

Keke ) The promotion of increased sales by helping 
‘TS "| i the consumer make the best use of the energy 

, SGN. X he buys, and by showing him how to let 
i i) & & iM electricity do more of his jobs. 

\ IOS 

rs 
ne e Research 

a) a I, The investigation of problems which daily 
\ y fl face any part of the production, distribution 
neal or sale of electricity, and making recom- 
ea id mendations for their solution. 

ae 

P % <3] © Business Management 
NY 

NAG The coordination of problems related to 
x % Company finance, materials, property and 

N ‘e personnel for the efficient operation of the 
Ty business. 

These are the five principal channels through which pany. It is foresighted, too. For example, already Detroit 
graduates may advance at The Detroit Edison Company. Edison engineers are working with Dow Chemical Com- 

Under these broad headings are hundreds of different pany as one of the nation’s four atomic research teams. , 
positions—all working together for the best interests of Under investigation is use of nuclear heat in thermal 

customer, employe, and investor. electric generating plants, to produce electric power even | 

att : more efficiently. 
When a graduate joins The Detroit Edison Company, ; « . 

he is assured every opportunity to fit into the job he likes There’s a future for graduates at The Detroit Edison | 
best—and, once there, he knows he will be encouraged to Company—a career opportunity best described by the 
advance as rapidly as his ability and energy willcarry him. fact that many of the high ranking executives in the 

organization at this time began their climb to success in 
Detroit Edison is a fast-growing electric utility com- positions similar to those offered graduates today. 

eemereensos 

bs | ANOTHER DETROIT EDISON STORY OF CAREER SUCCESS 

4 4 | Paul Murphy, Jr., received his BSME degree from Purdue in 1941. After four years 
So 1 of service as a Naval engineering officer, he joined Detroit Edison as a junior engineer 

ert “in the Production Department and progressed in less than seven years to the position 
ss | of Boiler Room Engineer in charge of all 12 boilers at Detroit Edison’s Delray plant, a : 

2 _ position of responsibility that includes the supervision of methods, procedures, and ; 
maintenance scheduling for boilers and coal handling equipment. pin " / 

For the full story of your career opportunities at Detroit Edison, simply call or write for a hy HG j 
free copy of this new booklet ‘‘What about the Electric Power Industry?” ae 

Dl 

The DETROIT EDISON Company 
2000 SECOND AVENUE 

DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN 

4 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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Courtesy North American Aircraft Co. 

ATOM BOMB CARRIER: A new Navy attack bomber capable of delivering 

an atomic bomb from either carrier or land stations, the North American AJ-2 

Savage, takes off on its first flight at Columbus, Ohio, where it is being produced. 

The AJ-2, an advanced version of the AJ-1 Savage, is the largest carrier-based 

bomber in the Navy’s arsenal. It weighs 26 tons, is 65 feet long, 21 feet high and 

has a wing span of 75 feet. It is powered by one Allison turbo-jet and two Pratt 

and Whitney reciprocating engines. 
| | 
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we ’ THIS-n-THAT S Py 3D n 
gies \ At ) CORRECTION 
ei yy \ f VA Due to an oversight in editing, several inaccuracies ap- 

AY. 0 wi) peared in the article “For the Surface You Love to Touch 

\ RDER Re —Superfinish” by Stephen Carter, which was published 
\ 0. Be ¢ 5 4 5 5 5 
NF 1 a in last month’s Wisconsin Engineer. It was clearly pointed 
‘| Kaste .: out that SUPERFINISH is a registered trade mark be- 

ie longing to the Chrysler Corporation referring to a speci- 

Ge Flowers fic process in which a vitrified bond abrasive stone makes 

a Now! an area contact with a cylindrical or flat surface producing 

$ 4 < the required finish by a “scrubbing” action. This process 

y 3 Pais, , is not to be confused with ordinary grinding. Also, credit 

» ww was not given the Giholt Machine Company for certain 

ac) Remember your family, friends, shut-ins, with material published by them and used in this article. 
Ses) Easter Flowers .. . the living gift that truly 
x / expresses the significance of the day. 
(ie Choose from our complete selection of cor SCHOLARSHIP 

a sages, | -bl i Jants and Spring’ ic- 
@ ost cut slewers, © Planisvane’ Spree ene’ Mr. Norbert J. Nitka, a student at the University of 

¥} Wisconsin, was one of eighteen university students from 

ie We Send Easter Flowers — fourteen different states to have been awarded RCA 

g& By ‘Wire Anywhere Scholarships for the current academic year. These un- 

ae , dergraduate students, majoring in various fields of sci- 

Sr ae) REN TSCHLER S ence or in branches of engineering, have each received 

scholarship grants of $800. 

nal 230 aes ST . DIAL 5-8885 The objective of the RCA Scholarship Plan is to en- 

Serving YW isconsin Students courage the training of scientific personnel for the grow- 

Since 1897 ing requirements of the electronics industry. 

The “Rose Bowl” Badger’s i 
ae cgi ea 

e e S oo ee “ pe Serene 

Final Order Deadline— eo SE 
wecgee Oe 

M A R C H 2 7 Zana aD 

If your Badger is not ordered by the 27th <Q 

there is a good chance you will not be able = 1a 
. . . sib rc: oe ao 

to obtain a book in time. ag, ee 

ACT NOW — See one of our salesmen or come up To: 

to 311 Union Books are $6.00 if picked up; $6.50 i Wisconsin Badger 

mailed. Use this coupon and save 50c: $5.50, if 770 Langdon Street 

picked up; $6.00, if mailed. Madison 6, Wisconsin 

NOM 6 eceecosecicnescrescecemnsesesnepa nue cumscectes 
SALESMEN — GET YOUR SALES RECORD Madison Address 

IN TO 311 UNION BEFORE MARCH 10! Home Address eee 

Pick up :C*«C«MG 
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Dow has recently formed two subsidiary export 
. . . o 8 . 

companies to serve foreign industry s increasing 

demands for high-quality chemicals. 

7 L, SS  Ouirdy, 

ff ee a ON 
ff wo _ } a mmr er 
uw FF ao = LUC oN os 

he | 7 _ 

In the Western Hemisphere, Dow Chemical _ facilities, increased production, new prod- 

Inter-American Limited with sales offices in _ ucts developed . . . an over-all growth and 

Montevideo, Uruguay will supply chemicals expansion that requires a steady influx of 

to Mexico and to many countries in Central _ men of varying talents, as well as providing 

and South America. excellent opportunities for those within the 

| Industries in other continents—Europe, Dow organization, 

Asia, Africa, and Australia—will be served 

by Dow Chemical International Limited. Its we\ Dow's Booklet, “Opportunities with 

first sales office will be in Zurich, Switzerland. Ort The Dow Chemical Company,” 
oe \ especially written for those about to 

These two new export companies are only enter the chemical profession, is 
one’exampleot th dived avowrlsk available free, upon request. Write 

7 Peo} Lae COMMAUED BrOWL TAKING to The Dow Chemical Company, 
place at Dow. Each year finds new Dow plant — ‘Technical Employment, Midland, Michigan. | 

you can depend on DOW CHEMICALS <> 

MARCH, 1953 7
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f AUSTIN BUSH, inspecting stuffing . oo ia . _ > a 
# box assembly on boiler feed pump. pe ae ye PT i ® ; 

Es . i co ms y 8 J ; 
; rs ara “a oe ” 

i ees igea ’ ee 

“Despite its size as the leading manufacturer in its the engineering department where I have already been 
field,” says Austin Bush, “I have found Worthington pays _ assigned to several interesting projects. 
considerable attention to the interests of the individual. “In addition to the training program, the members of 
The company’s excellent training program consists of gy, engineering department hold monthly seminars at 
several months of working with the various types of which engineering topics of general interest are discussed. 
equipment manufactured, augmented by technical lec- “ .. 

tures, and talks on the organization of the corporation. Opportunities for advancement are good, and pleasant 
“Following this training, I was given an opportunity to associates make Worthington a fine place to work. 

choose the department in which I wanted to work— When you're thinking of a good job, think high—think 
engineering, sales, or manufacturing. My choice was = Worthington. 

lll 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, see your College Place- W TURITIMWVIVUN. 
ment Bureau or write to the Personnel and Training De- 2 ee 
partment, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, New Jersey. a AS —=S—~S=‘ | 

| bee 
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YOUNG MAN with vision is a priceless | They found a future that is as secure as it Pp. y 
part of our future. is challenging—for Goodyear, as one of 

Thi k Good Aireraf the nation’s basic industries, will always 

18 a now at Goo yeee incratt be doing business come defense, war or 
Corporation, for our record achievements peace 

—as America’s only producer of both . oo 
ew ; : Today Goodyear Aircraft Corporation is eavier- and lighter-than-air craft and ; : 

: ‘ 3 offering opportunities in fields ranging 
their components —is due in a large S . 

: : from plastics to electronics, from metal- 
measure to the pioneering of young grad- . 

: ; lurgy to aerodynamics—for young men of 
uate engineers who came to us, casting i 5 

vision seeking an assured future. 
about for a place where they could best 
put their talents to work, We are interested in you if you are inter- 

ested in pioneering new horizons. Submit 
They found it at Goodyear Aircraft, a brief resumé of your experience and 
place that offers every engineer an oppor- _qualifications, or write us for an applica- 
tunity to specialize in the work of his tion blank and further information. 
choice—a place that encourages the forg- Address: Salary Personnel Department, 
ing of new “firsts” and new futures in Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, 
new fields. Akron 15, Ohio. 

_, . {4 Se 

1 < ] owe acl ; p sf 

GOOD*YEAR 
AIRCRAFT 

ENGINEERS WANTED 

to investigate the opportunities in research, design and development and production of: AIRPLANES 
AIRSHIPS + HELICOPTERS * GUIDED MISSILES + ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS + AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS 
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS + TRANSPARENT ENCLOSURES + REINFORCED PLASTICS + RADOMES + BONDED 
SANDWICH STRUCTURES * WHEELS AND BRAKES + RADAR STRUCTURES and many others. 

GOODYEAR—The Company with COMPLETE Coverage of the Aeronautical Field 

MARCH, 1953 a)
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Shift to Cold Rubber 
; 

ee, oo . .% | { , 

CHEMICAL PROBLEM... | or ~\ of | \ 

.. . automobile tires that last 7 i S. - i ~ 

longer under the heat and abra- f a ae ~ “ “pl 

sion caused by today’s higher op- : = i a Ps ~~ ~~ 

erating speeds. SS LDU ee 

SOLUTION... — y . 
«a ifeold rubber?” socalled’ be: — re 

| cause it is made at 5° C. Cold — =|. ' 

rubber production requires a spe- oo i 

cial emulsifier to bring together _ fF 

its basic ingredients—butadiene rf 

and styrene—under refrigerated - 

conditions. The emulsifier found FF 

most satisfactory today, as when ” A. 

GRS-10 was introduced in World | H. he 

War II, is Dresinate®—one of sy i 2) 2 

many chemical materials pro- \ 4 So 

duced by Hercules for the rubber = 4 

industry. Ww ©, 4 
COLLEGE MEN... SH 

This is but one example of the See 

far-reaching chemical develop- I _ =r : 

ments in which you could partici- = PE _ . . 

pate at Hercules—in research, fF . ON _ - 

production, sales, or staff opera- Le eos . | = 

tions. It suggests the ways Her- Le : x _ . yo 

cules’ products serve an ever- b 3 SN : 4 NN 

broadening range of industries E oe ~~ os 

Hercules’ business is solving problems by chemistry for industry... 

. .. insecticides, adhesives, soaps, detergents, rubber, plastics, paint, varnish, lacquer, textiles, paper, 

to name a few, use Hercules® synthetic resins, cellulose products, chemical cotton, terpene chem- 

icals, rosin and rosin derivatives, chlorinated products and other chemical processing materials. 

Hercules® explosives serve mining, quarrying, construction, seismograph projects everywhere. 

1a e UL ES HERCULES POWDER COMPANY Wilmington 99, Delaware 

w7) Sales Offices in Principal Cities 

ee ee cosa 
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The Student Engineer's Magazine 

_——SSSS——SSSQQOECEeEEOoEeEenrt"kteererevaeN_COC ee ——— ee ——— ee 

Volume 57 MARCH, 1953 Number 6 

—_ SS a Q 
9a This Tsoue gh eee See, JAMEs COLLINS Roser LEIssEs 

iS 
oY ib Business Manager Editor 

Cover RS N 
Que Jack Binninc 

The two scholastically outstanding freshman engineering stu- Associate Editor 
dents being congratulated by their advisor. Left to right: 
Arthur L. Morsell, Ch.E. 1; John H. Baumgartner, Ch.E. 1; 
Professor K. G. Shiels, Freshman Engineering Advisor; and 
Mary R. O'Keefe. Comptroller Story Editor 

jack Bokros met’54 Edwin Humpal m’53 
aiyi ames Chapel e’53 . 

Ge ad Advertising Managers Mare Copy Baitor 

Assembling huge turbines is a major task. Under watchful Eteston Koentop m’'54 Phot. hy Edi 
eyes, an overhead crane carefully lowers a section of a General orden Boettcher e’53 D ne Y oo 
Electric turbine shell into position. Circulation ave Mauterman © 

- Robert Kohn m’55 Publicity Editor 
oo Neil Johnson ¢°54 Carl Thelin m’53 
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Graduation and the Dratt 

Perhaps the greatest questions facing the graduating high 

school student today are—Where do I stand with the Draft? 

Should I go into service immediately or should I try to get my 

college education first? And what will people think if I am de- 

ferred because I am in college? 

Unfortunately, the fellows are afraid that they will be draft 

dodgers if they are given educational deferrments. This is not so! 

Uncle Sams needs educated men; he wants you to get an education. | 

A 1-D (for ROTC students) or a 2-S classification does not mean | 

that you are evading a duty to your country; it simply means that | 

| you are postponing your service in order that you may serve your , 

country more efficiently in the future. | 

The Army, as well as private industry, is faced with an acute , 

shortage of Engineers. You serve your country best by going to ! 

college first. , 

L_ J.E.B. | 
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O y- tic utos 

by Carl Thelin, me’53 

One simple control can replace the steering wheel, connect the linkage for two reasons. First, the forward and 

brake and accelerator pedals in the automobile of the downward motion of the head of the stick could be thought 
future. Nicknamed the “joy-stick,” it should be less ex- of as “pushing down of the nose of the airplane”; sec- 

pensive yet easier to handle, and more safe than the ondly, as the airplane starts to nose over, the pilot’s 

units it replaces. Its greatest disadvantage is its newness; weight is shifted forward, making it easy to maintain con- 
public resistance to such a radical innovation would be trol in that position. The same idea of making the head of 

difficult to overcome. the stick move in the same manner as the pilot’s head is 

SIMILARITY TO AIRCRAFT-TYPE CONTROL followed in the climbing and banking maeuvers. The mo- 

. _ 1 . . tion of control would be just as natural in the automobile 
Appearance This unit is cal led the joy-stick because if the joy-stick were used. Moving the head to the left 

of its similarity to the one used in aircraft to control the 4. right would cause the car to turn to the left or right 

elevators and. ailerons. The name aise pas good PL an respectively. Pulling back on the stick would make the 
tional possibilities. The wwe contre * are a ike in bot aP- car go faster; pushing forward would apply the brakes 

peeeaues and function. This stick, like the later aircraft to stop the car. These motions should be natural to the 

types, 1s bent to take advantage et the clearance between driver because he expects his head to be thrown forward 
the operator’s knees. The contro head on the upper end when stopping and backward when accelerating. 

is more elaborate than the simple bicycle grip of the 
early aircraft joy-stick. The stick is mounted universally ADVANTAGES 

so that it can operate two controls in varying degrees of Continuity of Motion When using the joy-stick, the 
combination. driver slows down the engine, then applys the brakes in 

Motion in Use Both sticks are arranged so that their one continuous motion. The movement of the stick from 
motion in use is correlated with the expected result. In between the driver’s knees, forward toward the instrument 

aircraft, pushing the stick forward and away from the panel would close the throttle, pass through a neutral 

pilot causes the airplane to dive. This is a natural way to point—coasting in gear—and apply the brakes. The oppo- 
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Installation of joy-stick control. 
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site motion would release the brakes and apply more and pivots. The long stick gives the driver great leverage 

throttle. This continuity saves reaction time in an emer- and rapid steering control. He does not have to turn a 
gency because it saves the time required to move the wheel many times to turn the car sharply; his hand never 

foot from one pedal to another. leaves the stick, as it does when he spins the steering 
Assistance From Momentum—The forward motion re- wheel. The length of the stick might make power steering 

quired to apply the brakes is a safety feature because of unnecessary, but if it were required, because of the still 

the added braking force made available. When a sudden excessive effort required for parking, it would be simple 

stop is required, the driver would quickly push forward and less expensive than the units now used. The present 
on the stick, applying the brakes very suddenly. As the power steering units must convert great rotary motion into 

car decelerates the driver’s body would be pitched for- relatively small linear motion to operate the steering 

ward, and its momentum would add to the pressure on the cross-arm. The joy-stick would actuate the power booster 
stick, applying the brakes with additional force. with a simple cam or lever. The booster would be 

The momentum would have the opposite effect in merely an amplifier of power, not a motion changer. It 

turning, but it would also be a safety feature. If the driv- could also be a steering-shock obsorber, as the present 

er pushes the stick to his right to turn the car to the right, units are. Even if power steering were not used, it would 

his weight will be thrown to the left, tending to straighten be advisable to employ a shock and vibration damper 

the turn. In the event of a skid, or in a turn so sharp somewhere on the main-pivot shaft. 
that a skid is likely, this would provide some degree of Safety in Collision In the case of severe collision, the 
automatic recovery. The rocking of the driver’s body joy-stick would not be the same chest-puncturing hazard as 

would cause the front wheels to turn toward the outside of the ordinary steering column. The joy-stick would simply 
the skid, as they should, in order to end the skid. fold over until the control head struck the dash-board. 

Ae in a a 

) _SeLecroR ee. 
: emer go se aa eR Gas een tae L/L] ee LP es 

a ee ae 

DETAIL OF CONTROL HEAD)  =\ \ 
: of Joy-Stick’ Automobile = = ENCES. 

Control. : ee : : oe : 
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More Braking Power The length of the stick would Additional safety could result from redesign of the in- 
give the driver more leverage in applying force to the strument panel. The panel could be made just as smooth 

brake-master cylinder, making power brakes unneccessary and free from sharp edges and protruding knobs as the 

even for normal stopping service. Power brakes are be- right-hand side is now. This redesign would be possible 
ing used on automobiles today not only to provide for because of the absence of the steering column underneath 

emergency stops but to relieve the driver of the leg fatigue the panel and the greater field of vision across the board 

resulting from stopping his heavy car so often in traffic. made possible by the absence of the steering wheel. The 

The momentum effect provides the reserve needed for knobs would be spread along the bottom and the in- 

emergency stopping; the additional leverage and continu- struments arranged so that no sharp-edged dial hoods 
ity of motion should provide some relief from traffic fa- would project above the panel. 

tigue. The reaction time for emergency stopping should DISADVANTAGES 

be reduced somewhat. First, because the motion from Automatic Transmissions Only The joy-stick could 

driving to braking is continuous, and second, because there be used only in cars equipped with automatic transmis- 

is no time-lag in application as there might be with a ion. Bither a column shift or a floor-board shift lever 
power braking system. would interfere with the use of the joy-stick. It would 

Simplified Steering Linkage The steering linkage is 31, be difficult to synchronize the cluth pedal and the 
greatly simplified. The complicated and expensive “steer- stick to get coordination in shifting. The joy-stick must be 

ing box” is eliminated. In its place is a series of levers (please turn to page 66) 
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ABSTRACT 

The Custer Channel wing utilizing the speed of airflow 

through its channels rather than forward airspeed of the 
ship itself develops high lift of a magnitude capable of 

vertical ascent and static sustenation. 

Research has shown that the application of modern high 

thrust reciprocating and propulsion engines to a channel 

wing aircraft would result in supersonic flight coupled 
with the advantage of low speed landings and take-offs. 

The adaptation of the channel wing to modern aircraft 

will result in ships that are easily maneuverable, stable, 

and provide the maximum in economy, flexibility, safety, 

and utility. 

INTRODUCTION 

For many centuries man has felt the presence of the The Unconventional Type of Aircraft 

atmosphere about him. He has utilized the power of the It is only natural that the advent and rapid progress 

winds to propel his ships and has observed the effects of of the science of aerodynamics should result in aircraft 

these air movements on the sea and on structures he has that differ greatly in design from the conventional type. 

built. Many far-seeing individuals attempted to duplicate These differences are in design only however, for the 
the success of the birds in flight by constructing devices basic principle of lift as outlined above holds for all 

which would allow them to leave the ground and soar heavier-than-air craft. 

freely through the air. Some of these inventions were The helicopter is capable of rising vertically by mech- 
partially successful but all too many resulted in disaster. anically rotating its wings or rotors, thus producing the 

Not until the turn of the twentieth century did man necessary relative motion between the air and airfoil. The 

reach the point in his experimentation and scientific knowl- autogiro, forerunner of the modern helicopter, utilizes a 

edge which enabled him to construct an air vehicle capable conventional airplane engine-propeller unit for motive 

of conveying him through the atmosphere successfully. power and a freely rotating lifting rotor for sustenation. 
The age of practical aerodynamics was born. Both of these aircraft are more maneuverable than the 

conventional type. The helicopter is not only capable of 

History of the Conventional Airfoil forward motion, but also of vertical lift and static sus- 

The wings of these early successful aircraft were pat- tenation. The autogiro does not, in flight, power its rotor, 

terned after those of the birds so far as cross-section is but allows it oot freely in the relative wind. Al- 
goncerned, and -were held «rigidly: to the: fuselage: of the though not strictly capable of vertical lift, the autogiro 

ship after the manner of a bird in glide. When the plane does provide the missing link between the conventional 

was propelled forward by mechanical means, a relative winged aircraft and the helicopter. 

velocity of the air with respect to the wing was produced. In the category of unconventional air vehicles a new 

The shape of the airfoil caused the pressure differential design has recently been developed. The results of tests 
between its upper and lower surfaces to result in the effect on this design are very encouraging, and evidence to the 
known as lift. effect that this particular airplane may outperform the 

This principle is used today in our modern aircraft and popular helicopter and conventional aircraft of today is 

only the shape and design of the airfoils and fuselage very substantial. This new airship utilizes an unusual type 
has changed through experimentation and development. of airfoil known as the Custer Channel Wing. . 
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History of the Channel Wing velocity, such as that formed in a wind, is called “speed of 

The Channel-Wing ship was designed by Willard R. air.” A solid body, on the other hand, when moving 

Custer of Hagertown, Maryland. through a mass of air at rest has a velocity known as “air 

During a storm years ago, Mr. Custer observed the speed”. When a streamlined missile moves at high speed 
wind rip the roof off a barn that was standing perfectly through an air mass, it will cause little reaction since 
still at the time. The principle involved was that of lift. negligible work is done on the air. If, however, the air 
Air streaming at high velocity over the roof of the barn mass is put in motion with the same high velocity, tre- 

by Donald Liska, me’53 

resulted in a differential pressure between its upper and mendous reactions take place, often times resulting in 

lower surfaces. The greater static atmospheric pressure extreme damage. 

inside the barn was sufficient to bodily tear the roof from The equility of action and reaction, by the law of mo- 

its constraining walls. tion gives an indication of the great difference existing 

Upon witnessing this occurrence, Mr. Custer decided an between “air speed” and “speed of air.” 

airplane could be constructed to take-off vertically from 

a lot or back yard. After years of research, such a ship Theory of the Channel Wing 

was designed which employs a wing in the shape of chan: Since an object such as an airplane moves at high speeds 

nels or half-venturi tubes located on each side of the while causing little reaction on the air and the air mass 

fuselage. The channel is formed by shaping a standard moves slowly while producing great reactions, it is appar- 

wing section around the tip path of a propeller located ent that lift is dependent on “speed of air” rather than 
at the trailing edge of the channel. Great masses of air “air speed”. The aitcraft wing was désigned to obtain a 

are sucked through the curved surface by the propeller, reaction from the air mass through which it moves. 
thus creating a controlled lifting effort capable of raising The ‘aviation, industey has, ‘been’ handeuffed, to: the 

the ship vertically. word air-speed, since lift could not be thought of until 

sufficient forward velocities were developed. The Custer 

Difference Between the Conventional channel wing, which utilizes speed of air rather than air 

and Custer Type Wing speed, is therefore the first major improvement in air- 

craft wing design since the conception of the original 

Air Speed vs. Speed of Air straight airfoil. The superiority of the channel wing lies 

The basic difference bettwen the conventional straight in the method of its artificial production of velocity as 

airfoil and the channel wing is not in the presence of the compared with the velocity caused by the forward motion 

aerodynamic force of lift, but in the method applied in of a straight wing through the air. For example, measure- 

creating it. It is a recognized fact that air, though less ment of a Gotigen 398 airfoil section with a 65 inch chord 

dense than most fluids, does possess mass, and is there- would reveal that the difference in dimension between the 

fore subject to the laws of motion. underside and top or airfoiled side of the wing is 2% 

When a force is applied to a mass of air at rest, the air inches. That is, the top side of the wing is 2% inches 

is put in motion and given a certain velocity. This longer than the underside. When the wing is propelled 
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through the atmosphere, the air passing over its topside tured lift at standstill or at small forward speeds is the 
is given a certain velocity due to the greater distance it great difference that exists between the usual conventional 
must travel. This small amount of air motion is what lifts airplane and the Custer Channel Wing. 

todays modern aircraft. The straight wing produces this The dimensions of the channel can be proportioned, 

motion of air by air speed. In the channel wing the air during manufacture, to suit the specific needs of the air- 

can be induced by the propellers, to move at any speed craft for which it is being constructed. Since the lift of 

desired, from > to 1000 MPH while the airship 8 at rest. this particular wing is entirely dependent on the velocity 
Since lift varies as the square of the relative velocity, the of the air passing through it, this velocity will necessarily 

lift of the Custer Channel Wing s considerably greater 1, based on the requirements of the ship. Furthermore, 

than that of any conventional airfoil. any modern power plant capable of being equipped with 

The mass of air moving through the channel is curved propellers can be used to produce the airflow. The Custer 

in its path and acts in a similar manner to the straight air- Channels can be designed to accommodate engines of 

foil to produce strong pressure forces, acting at every the reciprocating, rocket, jet, jato, or turbo-prop types. 
point on the outside surface of the channel. These pres- 

: . The Boundary Layer 
sure forces, applied normal to the channel, integrate them- 

selves into a resultant vertical life force more than 100% The high efficiency of the channel wing is due to con- 

greater than that produced by the conventional airfoil of trolling the boundary layer conditions on the topside sur- 

the same area and aspect ration in full flight. This lift face of the wing. The condition of the thin film of air 

is capable of allowing vertical ascent and static sustena- which adheres to all airfoils in flight is extremely critical 

tion such as is now displayed by the helicopter. in determining the performance of the wing, particularly 

In addition to the increased lift caused by the high air- at high speeds. This film condition may be either larpunae 

| stream velocity through the channel, the “suction” forces °* turbulent. The condition of turbulent flow in the 
that exist inside the channel are strengthened by two boundary layer is characterized by particles ‘of air moving 

other factors which do not exist in the straight wing. The in an irregular fashion with components of velocity both 

semicircular shape of the channel serves to protect the nozmal and parallel to the wing: These normal components 

negative pressure on the airfoiled side and the shape of cause an exchange in momentum) between the high speed 

the side walls bring about an increase air-stream velocity particles in the outer layers and the slower particles near 
through the channel. The first advantage prevents the the wing. The result 18 2. movement of the filtayin, the: di- 

rection of the relative wind and a consequent tendency for 

: the wing itself to move in the direction of flow, producing 

. the external force of drag. The same effect is present in 
3 laminar flow due to molecular vibration, but it is not 

nearly as pronounced. In the channel wing laminar flow 

is maintained at all times thereby decreasing external drag 

and greatly increasing top speeds. 

The detrimental drag effects of a turbulent boundary 
layer and boundary layer separation at high speeds has 

: been recognized for many years. The aviation industry has 
a ee ee attempted to control the boundary layer for almost three 

. : orn. = Le? decades. Many methods have been proven feasible in prac- 

. ye ‘4 i en) te tice and wind tunnel tests. Wing slats, which increase the 

aia ‘ 2 slipstream velocity over the topside of the wing thereby 

= fo. - retarding boundary layer separation are in common use. 

3 ao Perforated screens, blowers, rotating cylinders and other 

mechanical devices for bundary layer control have been 

: . designed and are used to some extent, but they have the 

disadvantage of requiring ducts, compressors, engines and 

trouble caused by loss in suction pressure at wing tips, other equipment which adds to the cost and reduced pay- 

known as “tip effect”. The second advantage decreases load of the ship. 

the absolute pressure by increasing the velocity of the The Custer Channel Wing has overcome this difficulty 

air-stream through the channel, and is known as “Ven- without resorting to auxiliary devices, thereby increasing 

turi effect”. The straight wing does not possess these two the top-speed limit, and eliminating the turbulence and 

advantages. stall at low speeds. 

The three factors of controllable air-stream velocity, Control of the boundary layer results in superior per- 
absence of tip effect, and the venturi effect, combine to formance, safety, and stability at all speeds and the ab- 

produce a resultant lift force far superior to that produced sence of prohibitive drag forces at very high velocities 
by any other known aerodynamic method. The manufac- considerably decreases the power required of the engines. 
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Test data indicate that a properly designed ship with the Indications with the stripped down test model were that 
channel wing will be capable of attaining supersonic speeds a properly designed lightweight aircraft could easily at- 
and landing at speeds considerably less than those con- tain air speeds in excess of 150 miles per hour. The re- 
sidered normal today. The ship will do this without the sults of the test work done on the channel wing ship | 
use of slots, flaps, brakes, or other mechanical means. provided substantial evidence to the effect that a commer- 

Performance of the Actual Airship cial airplane equipped with the Custer Channel Wing would 
A prototype, utilizing the Custer Channel Wing, shown _ be able to: 

in fig. II, was built at Hagerstown, Maryland during the 1—Take off in a few feet or rise vertically and hover 
second World War, and. was flown and tested over a hun- if properly designed for such performance. 
dred hours at the Beltsville, Md. airport. The operation 2—Attain forward speeds in excess of those of con- 
of this new design was so successful that it resulted in ventional aircraft or the helicopter. 
considerable research by the Army Air Force at Wright 3—Slow down, hover in mid-air and land vertically 
Field, Ohio until the end of the war and during the period under full control. 
immediately afterwards. 4—Substantially increase payloads, flight range and 

The pioneers of the Custer Channel Wing Corporation endurance over that of any other ship. 
launched a private research program at the end of the war . Although these claims remain :f0 be fully substantiated 
to delve deeper into the commercial possibilities of a ™ commercial practice, the insight provided by the Custer 
channel wing airship. The experimental prototype was Channel Wing Corporation’s research program lends 
stripped of everything which caused the conventional type strength to the striking comparison between a conventional 

of airplane to fly, even to the skin covering the fuselage. aircraft and a channel wing ship. 
The result was a crude looking flying machine exploiting The greater range and payload of the Custer design is 
a completely new method of producing lift in the form of made possible by the unusually high efficiency of the 
half-venturi channels mounted on the sides of a conven- channel wing at both high and low speeds and results in 
tional airplane frame. A comparable sight may be seen in ™ore economical operation. : 
Detroit where the chassis of a 1954 automobile is tested Safety 
with nothing but the gasoline tank to sit on. Tests proved With respect to safety, the Custer Channel Wing pro- 
that this converted airship 1s capable of taking-off and vides complete control in yaw, pitch, and roll at low 

landing up-wind, and down-wind in the space required speeds. This advantage is not found in the conventional 
| by a.conventional ship to warm up. With the aid of nO type of airship. Should the power on the channel wing 

auxiliary devices and nothing but the stripped chassis of fail, control may be maintained and the ship brought to a 
a lightweight airplane, it took off cross-wise on the run- safe landing. The glide characteristics of this revolution- 
ways used by the conventional ships and hovered beside ary design are comparable to those of the straight wing 
an automobile, moving at 10 mph. All of these results type, and subsequently its gliding range is as great. 
validated Mr. Custers’ earlier claims that an air vehicle Most accidents in aviation occur during the execution 
capable of use in a small backyard or on a rooftop could = . oe in 

: : . : of high speed landings and take-offs. Since the principle 
be constructed without resorting to the helicopter prin- af lift-of the Custer Channel Wing does not depend on 

_ . he ch L wi hip displayed . the air speed of the ship, it is capable of slow-speed take- 
lif Etta ie me i li te = “8 bios th, offs and landings on runways considerably shorter than 
iit 0 S. applic: to the channels of the + hi . d 

airship. This results in an infinite lift coefficient. During t A in-use - ay: ‘abl 1 b di 

flight at 30 MPH airspeed, the lift coeffient was better | “*S Yet man has no appreciable contro! over the condt- 
. oo tion of the weather. In times of bad weather, the conven- than 12 as compared with an average coefficient of two . : . . 

: : ; i tional aircraft must seek alternate airports at which to land. 
for a conventional plane, which may be increased. to five . . . 
by adding flaps and powered lifting devices. In this par- The ability of a ship equipped with Custer Channel Wings 
el ee 5 rh zo ; to land safely in extremely small areas at low speeds en- ticular flight, the channel wing ship took off in a distance ‘ 7 . 

. . 5 ables it to come aground under weather conditions which of 45 feet and displayed a wing loading of 30 lb./sq. ft. Id ke h onal ship in the air. This fact 
. . . eep the conventional s. Ip in the air. 1s factor over a wing area of 35 sq. ft. as compared with a loading °¥ : a 

of 90 lb./sq. ft. in transport or military craft of which reduces the necessity of dates large ie a a 
: . * t carry or use in the 

high forward speeds are required. The difference be- “M® Mat the conventional ship mus 
tween the lift force applied to the wings, and the gross est of optimum weather conditions. 

f ra: ‘ - . The small area landing requirements will also reduce weight of the airship is the force which can be utilized in . . e os 
. . sot: : . . the loss of time, expense, and risk caused by “stacking’ 

climb. Since this difference 1s great in the channel wing 3 = 

wo sop spe over airports. Ships equipped with the Custer Channel 
ship with the throttles opened, the rate of climb 1s high. . il bl bl. d id h 

In test this rate of climb was better than 1000 feet per Wing abe) casey ae enibilig, et © 3m d a ec Ene 

minute, at high angles of ascent. These results are very ™@x!mum in economy, Hexibulity, safety, and utlilty. 
encouraging for the lightweight ship equipped with two Applications 

small C90 Continental engines developing 800 pounds of The applications of the Custer Channel Wing are in- 

thrust at 2500 revolutions per minute. (please turn to page 44) 
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R. Nagy F. H. Nixon | [7 ‘| | 

Lamp Research Laboratories Lamp Engineering Dept. Hiei | 

Westinghouse ne He { 

DR. RUDOLPH NAGY represents a scientific field seemingly unrelated to the aa ¥ *~\ ki 
eltctrical industry—biochemistry. Yet, as Nagy himself expresses it, “As long as we i i 4 heey : 

have ultraviolet lamps, we will always have biochemical problems that must be an- ee ‘i . 
swered, such as the effect of ultraviolet on eyes, skin, various molds, bacteria, and A 4 
chemical compounds.” And, we might add, a great many more. a is 

Nagy graduated from the University of Wisconsin in 1932, then went on to gain 4 
his Ph.D. in Biochemistry. He first went to work with Dr. Rentschler on the Sterilamp : f 
activity. When the war come Nagy was among those who helped prepare the uranium 3 a 
for the first atomic pile. For the last ten years he has been concerned with research on 4 nar Pa 
new fluorescent materials for lamps; his section has also made a sizable investigation Se aan 
into numerous aspects of the phenomenon of electriluminescence. —————a 

The word lamp usually conjures some picture of a light- Sterilization of air in air-conditioning systems can play 
giving device. In recent years, however, some spectacular a major role in preventing the spread of air-borne infec- 

advances have been made by “lamps” in which visible tion wherever people congregate. Disinfected air from such 
light is but an unused by-product. Such a device is the ducts can have a bacteria count lower than that of outside 
Sterilamp, whose primary purpose is to sanitize, i.e., kill air, despite the fact that the inside air is recirculated many 
the bacteria, in air. Proper application of these ultraviolet- times. Air sterilization is a necessity in such fields as food, 
emitting lamps produces remarkably high-percentage kills drug, and pharmaceutical production. For processing of 
of bacteria. products from penicillin to pork, from bandages to 
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beef, modern sterilization methods can be applied easily Bacteriological tests to determine the effectiveness of 

and profitably to air-conditioning installations. ultraviolet lamps in ducts were made in an air-condition- 

A most effective and simple method of reducing bac- ing system supplying 5800 cubic feet per minute of air to 

teria and virus content of air is by ultraviolet radiations an auditorium. Sterilamps were placed across the center 

in air-conditioning ducts. To the five important func- of an enlarged portion of the air duct with their axes 

tions already performed by air conditioning—control of perpendicular to the air flow. The lamps were evenly 

air temperature, humidity, circulation, ventilation, and spaced, the wiring was arranged so that various groupings 

cleanliness—is added a sixth, air sanitation. of lamps could be operated to change the intensity in the 

Filters are an effective means of removing dust, pollen, chamber; the air source was adjustable to produce several 

and other large air-borne particles, but against bacteria air velocities. 

and virus micro-organisms even the most efficient filter is The different methods of bacteriological sampling used 

only partially effective, Bacteria removal is a job best gave comparable results. These were performed over a 

accomplished by the germ-killing rays of ultraviolet lamps. period of many months with humidities ranging from 24 

Laboratory tests have led to the development of an effi- to 60 percent. Tests were performed using two ultraviolet 

cient, high-intensity, ultraviolet source, the Slimline Steri- sources: the standard Sterilamp (type 782) operated at 

lamp. Large volumes of air can be disinfected by a small 0.050 milliampere and the newly developed Slimline Steri- 

number of these lamps requiring only simple installation. lamp (type G36T6) operated at 420 ma. The percent sur- 

Initial Research Was Inconclusive vival of the two lamps is shown in Fig. 1. A comparison of 

these curves shows that the newer lamp is much more 

_Much of the early research into the effects of ultra- effective in killing organisms than the earlier version. Ex- 

violet on micro-organisms was confusing, and some was amination of Fig. 1 also shows that less energy is neces- 

contradictory. The pioneer work was done by two Har- sary to destroy the organisms at higher velocities than at 

vard University scientists in the early 1930’s. Their results lower velocities. Results further showed that, at a high 

indicated that ultraviolet radiation was more effective at percent kill, humidity does not affect the vulnerability of 

higher velocities of air flow; but they concluded that vari- the air-borne organisms to ultraviolet radiations. The ap- . 

ation in humidity was the cause, and that ultraviolet parent greater efficiency of killing bacteria by the ultra- 

sources were ten times as efficient at low humidities than Ji ote¢ radiations at high survival values must be associated 

at high humidities. Other research seemed to confirm this ith some other factor than humidity. The greater bac- 

theory. However, in none of these tests was the output of  tericidal efficiency at high velocities would indicate that 

the source measured at different velocities, nor was the air turbulence may be this factor, 

amount of energy necessary to destroy a bacterium deter- 

mined. (please turn to page 60) 

A short time later, two Westinghouse scientists—Rent- 

schler and Nagy—demonstrated that organisms definite- a COREL LE 

ly were more readily destroyed at high air velocities. But “h |_| TLEELE_EeLe el 

at the same time they found no effect of humidity on the 60 

rate of bacteria killing. They did learn, however, that the NN rT TELE EL 

arrangement of lamps with respect to air flow was extreme- “ \ 7 

ly important if full use was to be made of the available TELL ELL 

ultraviolet energy. And while other scientists were getting ey \ 

results that indicated that bacteria were extremely hard to \ 

kill at high humidity, the data obtained by Rentschler 8 \ 

and Nagy showed that even the most resistant organism 510 - 

can be readily destroyed at high humidity. Plainly, much PADS Nee OE 

more information was needed, so an intensive study was be \ ~~ 

undertaken in 1941. | |X | Psscs | | 
4 

Recent Results Clarify the Situation 5800 Chee _— 

Since 1941, considerable data has been collected in the sae | 

Westinghouse Lamp Research Laboratories during studies : 

on the bactericidal efficiency of ultraviolet lamps in air- || | TLE 

conditioning ducts. The effects of different duct sizes, 1 
. . oa 8 12 1620 24 +28 «3286 

lamp types, wattage, and arrangements, variable humidity, Number of Sterilamps 

air speed, different kinds of bacteria, and various meth- 

ods of collecting bacteria samples were studied. Parallel to Fig. 1 The percent survival of bacteria exposed to various num- 

: : . : : bers of Sterilamps. The two dotted-line curves are for the type 782 

the bacteriological work, considerable experimentation was jamps in an irridiation chamber of an air circulating system. The 

done on the development of an efficient ultraviolet source lower curve is for the newer type G36T7 Sterilamp in an air duct. 

= ; The effect of different rates of air flow can also be seen in the 
especially for air ducts. ippes two cucves. 
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by Del Desens, e’53 

The science of electrical power generation distribution, “That is obvious,” Tesla countered. “The machine is 
and application, like many other sciences, owes its ad- limited by the current used. I am suggesting that we get 
vancement beyond a certain point to some individual who rid of the commutator entirely by using alternating cur- 
flashes across the scene like a flaming meteor, leaving a rent.” 
trail of sparkling accomplishments which fill into the The professor tore apart his proposal in a special lec- 
waiting hands of eager co-workers. ture; but Tesla held firmly to the conviction that his idea 

Such a remarkable individual was Nikola Tesla. Born was a correct one. 
on July 10, 1856, in what is now Yugoslavia, Tesla began Thus began a methodical search for a solution to util- 
a life of experimentation and scientific curiosity which ize the A.C. theory. In his mind he constructed one ma- 
shaped the world today. During his childhood, he played chine after another; and as he visioned them before him, 
with water wheels and bug powered windmills, always im- he could trace out with his finger the various circuits 
proving them and increasing their size. through the armature and field coils, and follow the 

Nikola’s father was a minister and hoped that his son course of the rapidly changing currents. 
would follow him in that work. Nikola had other ideas, After his graduation from the University of Prague, 
and studied very hard with almost unbelievable scholastic Tesla started working on the Budapest telephone system 

| achievement as his reward. and was in complete charge of the exchange when it 
Then, before he could enter a university, he fell victim started operating in 1881. : 

to cholera, and only the promise that when he got well He then set up a pattern of resting five hours each day, 
he could study engineering kept him alive. Gradually he only two of them spent actually sleeping, which he main- 
recovered and prepared to enter the fall term at the Poly- tained until just prior to his death. 
technic Institute in Gratz, Austria; but he was subject to Late one afternoon in February, 1882, while walking 
three years of military service. in a park, he suddenly became rigid and began spouting 

He became a “draft dodger” and hid in the mountains technical phrases, much to the surprise of Szigeti, his com- 
for a year, where he dreamed of fantastic projects. panion. 

At the age of 19, Tesla, now 6 feet 2 inches tall, began “See how smoothly it is running, Now I throw this 
his study of electrical engineering at the Institute in 1875, switch—and I reverse it? See! It goes just as smoothly in 
about five years after Gramme devised the ring armature. the opposite direction. Watch! I stop it. I start it. There 

Tesla nearly killed himself by excessive study, and pro- is no sparking. There is nothing on it to spark.” 
fessors secretly urged his father to take him out of school. “It is the rotating magnetic field that does it. See how 
While he was studying at Gratz, a Gramme machine was the magnetic field rotates and drags the armature around 
purchased. It was a D.C. motor or generator. Tesla ob- with it? I have solved the problem.” 
jected to the sparking of the commutator; but was told The problem was solved; and expanding the two phase 
by his professor that, “It is inherent in the nature of the to a three phase system, he mentally constructed dyna- 
machine. It may be reduced to a great extent, but as long mos and motors with meticulous care. 
as we use commutators it will always be present to some He found he could not “give away” his invention when 
degree. As long as electricity flows in one direction, and he began work for the Continental Edison Company in 
as long as a magnet has two poles each of which acts op- Paris. 
positely on the current, we will use a commutator to He was encouraged to come to America by a business 
change, at the right moment, that direction of the current friend and arrived in New York with only a letter of 
in the rotating armature,” recommendation to Edison and a mind full of ideas. Edi- 
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son told Tesla he was not interested in A.C., but gave Westinghouse was in trouble financially and was forced 

Tesla a job as a trouble shooter. Tesla rose rapidly and by his financial advisors to get rid of Tesla’s $1.00 per 

soon began improving Edison’s machines. He designed 24 horsepower contract, before merging with the U.S. Electric 

types of dyanomos, automatic controls, etc. Edison would Company and the Consolidated Electric Light Company. 

not pay the $50,000 he had promised Tesla, who had work- Edison had recently put the fear of God into patent 
ed day and night on the project. violators and Westinghouse was very skeptical about trying 

Tesla quit Edison’s employ and designed and manu- to deal with Tesla. Tesla was grateful for Westinghouse’s 

factured an improved arc lamp. He was forced out of initial support and tore up the contract, later calculated 

the successful company and ended up broke, spending the to have been worth $12,000,000 according to records of 

next entire year working as a day laborer. the years the patents were in effect. 

It was then, in November and December of 1887, that Tesla then started a series of experiments which reached 

he was awarded his first patents; and soon made his pro- far beyond his time, studying A.C. frequency currents up 

fessional debut on May 16, 188, before the American In- to 330 c.p.s., then 20,000 cycles per second. With high 

stitute of Electrical Engineers. His lecture became a classic frequency, high voltage currents, Tesla fought the fight 

in electrical engineering. for A.C. against D.C. at the Chicago World’s Fair in 1893 

| “Tesla’s lecture, and the inventions and discoveries by letting 1,000,000 volts pass through his body, lighting 

which he included in it, established him before the elec- lamps and melting wires in his hands. 

trical engineering profession as the father of the whole His boyhood dream of harnessing Niagara (he had 

field of alternating current power system, and the out- seen postcards of it) came true when in 1893 contracts 

standing inventor in the electrical field.” were signed calling for a Tesla polyphase system to be 

Tesla’s system, employing high voltages for transmis- constructed. Later Lord Kelvin, who favored a D.C. in- 

sion, enabled electrical powerhouses using direct current stallation, gave in and declared, “Tesla has contributed 

| to cease operating in a one mile radius only, and expand more to electrical science than any man up to his time.” 

sheir services to points hundreds of miles away—all this Tesla’s life then became a series of tours and lectures, 

and a three phase system, too! : but he soon tired of it and began an isolated lab in Colo- 

It was then that George Westinghouse stepped into rado to study and create lightning. It was here that he 

the A.C. scene to snap up the discoveries and put them to developed his famous “Tesla Coils”—air core transform- | 

work. Tesla’s discoveries were too big for anyone to take ers. His main coil was wrapped about a 75 foot diameter | 
advantage of; but Westinghouse was a man of vision, fence-like wall and was about 10 feet high. A 200 foot 

and one month after Tesla’s lecture offered him one mil- mast with a 3 foot diameter copper ball was at the top. 

lion dollars cash plus royalty. It was a wholesale deal He produced bolts 135 feet long and the thunder was 

with 40 basic patents involved—$25,000 per patent. heard 15 miles away. His heavy load burned out the 

OO a a a a a a a 

Alternating Current 
i 

Tesla worked as a consultant in the commercial appli- Colorado Spring Electric Company main generator and 

cation of his inventions “at a high salary” for a year. he was refused further service. He did manage to light 

Tesla was convinced that 60 cycles was the proper fre- two hundred 50-watt lamps at a distance of 26 miles by 

quency to us, but Westinghouse engineers had experience wireless transmission of power through the earth. 

with 133 cycles and a conflict developed, and Tesla de- Tesla continued to work on new projects including 

cided to leave, turning down an offer of one third the wireless transmission of energy anywhere on the earth 

net income of the company, $24,000 a year, and a lab of as well as mechanical vibrations and many other fields in 

his own. which his results were not recorded. 
Tesla then established his own lab in sight of Edison’s Nikola Tesla died alone on the night of Thursday, 

on South Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C., and the two battled out January 7, 1943; but he left his very valuable gift to the 

the problem of A.C. versus D.C. with renewed. vigor. world, the alternating current power system, in his mem- 
About that time the Thomson-Houston Company and ory. 

the Edison General Electric Company merged, to form Reference: PRODIGAL GENIUS, The Life of Nikola 
the present General Electric Company. Tesla, by John O’Neill. 322 pp. 
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by Don Edwards, me’55 

On April 10, Engineering alumni from all parts of the Perhaps the best known phase of the Engineer’s Day 

state and nation will descend on the University of Wis- program is the presentation of Distinguished Service Ci- 

consin campus for Engineer’s Day, 1953. They will come tations to Wisconsin’s outstanding engineers and indus- 

to see what is being done and what is new at their univer:  trialists. The handsome hand-lettered, black-framed cita- 

sity and to cite six engineers and industrialists among them tions are awarded at the Engineer’s Day Dinner which 

who have rendered distinguished service to the state, uni- will be held this year on April 10 in Great Hall, Memorial 

versity or Engineering Profession. Union. Six citations will be awarded at the dinner this 
: ; .. . bh \ year. An article and pictures on the citation winners will 

_Engineer’s Day was originated an 1947 - 8 P ane appear in the April issue of the Engineer. 

ning committee studied the activities of the ate an Ten thousand invitations to Engineer’s Day have been 
College and, among other things, fecided ‘es haw © an mailed to alumni this year. There is reason to believe 

annual presentation of eal, fo8 Eee the cake Poe that these are invitations to the biggest and best Engi- 
formed valuable and distinguis ed service to the i © OF neer’s Day ever. Justification for this bold statement is 
the State, University or aeons Pro Ea, $4 OME the Student Engineering Exposition which will open on 
this, the committee was ta ing a vantage ona pans Engineer’s Day and run for three days, April 10, 11, 12. 
of the Board of Regents which authorized the various col. The E oy: g : oe : ai . e Exposition will depict by exhibit and demonstration 
leges to present citations to outstanding graduates. The h ws wep : : ar 

. the many scientific, technical and educational activities 
following year, 1948, the first citations were awarded to srs , a 

. . . _ . within the College and by display will show many prod- 
four outstanding Milwaukee engineers at a joint meeting ‘ i 5 ‘ . . . . ucts and accomplishments of industry. This year marks 
with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in he fi ; ws : 3 . , : : the first time that the Exposition and Engineer’s Day have 
Milwaukee. In 1949, the first annual Engineer’s Day was . 

he UW d h h f been held together. Judging by the separate success 
held on the .U. W. icampusi and. eachyear ithereatter: of these events in the past years, it is no wonder that En- 

Engineer’s Day is part of the public relations program  gineer’s Day, 1953, should be the biggest and best ever. 

to keep people in the state and graduates familiar with Highlights of the program for this year will be a cere- 

what is being done at the University. In keeping with this mony opening the Exposition, the Exposition in the engi- 

idea, programs in the past years have included special ex- neering buildings, Engineer’s Day dinner and presentation 
hibits in all departments and tours of new buildings, of Distinguished Service Citations. A special program on 
laboratories, research projects, class sessions and offices. Saturday, April 11, is being arranged for High School 

It is hoped that through such a program, engineering faculty and students. Arrangements have been handled 
alumni will be able to keep in touch with their alma- by the Public Relations Committee whose chairman is 
mater. Professor Ben G. Elliott. 
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by Wm. F. Harrison, ee’53 

(The following is a reprint of a student's 
analysis of his Professional Problems course) 

My understanding of this report is to express what I got a little more practice in meeting and associating with peo- 
out of the course—not to criticize what was said, how it ple, I felt as though I might be able to make a success in 
was said, or why it was said. From that viewpoint then, I the field of sales. 
can say the course was both stimulating and disappointing. My interest was also stimulated by the gentleman who 
Said another way, the course projected goals which every spoke on “Process Industries,” Mr. C. W. Humphreys. 
engineer would like to reach, and it also made very real Previously, I had walked to the placement bulletins on 
the effort that must be put forth to reach these goals. the board, and not once had my eyes stopped to focus on 

Basically, the course woke me up to the fact that I was the cards announcing the representatives of an oil com- 
soon to go out and work at a job for which I have been pany, a rubber company, or an automobile concern, for I 
preparing myself for the last three and one-half years. was an Electrical Engineer; and I was only interested in 
Here and now I realized the various fields open to engi- companies connected with electronics or communications. 
neers and the tremendous difference between these fields. But after this talk, I became mildly interested in what 
I began to realize that I had never given serious thought some of these companies might have to offer me. Certain- 
to what type of job I would like to have. Thus as each ly, [had to admit that some of these industries had a wide 
speaker spoke, I wondered more and more what type of variety of interesting work for any engineer. Therefore, 
job I was actually interested in. I believe that if the course I plan to take interviews with some of the representatives 
did nothing more than make every engineer wonder this from these companies next semester. 
same thing, it was well worth while. A second point received from the course was the reali- 

One of the gentlemen who drew my attention was Frank zation that we weren’t being “kidded” when told over and 
J. Roby, who, by the way, I thought gave the most inter- over that companies want engineers who can speak and 
ing talk. Among sales people are those who are said to write fluently and vividly. Most engineers pass off their 
possess that characteristic of being able to sell someone speech and English requirements as “something we all have 
their “dirty shirt” back to them. I have never considered to go through.” Now, however, I will in the future do my 
myself this type of person; in fact, I have always shunned best to correct and improve these factors. An ironic the field of sales for the reason that I felt I lacked all or point that can be made though, is that many of these same 
most of the qualities that make a salesman. However, successful men were not able to deliver a forty-five minute 
when Mr. Roby woke me up to just what the engineer in speech without reading their well-prepared material word sales does, I almost felt capable of tackling that field. fox word. 
With enough interest and knowledge of my product and (please turn to page 48) 
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On The 

by 

Kneeland Godfrey, 055 

SAE The schedule of monthly meet- One fine note of progress that the 

The February meeting of the So- ings for the rest of the semester: ASCE has made is in attendance 

ciety of Automotive Engineers was March 19, “Two-Cycle Engine De- —the average at meetings has in- 

held in the Union on February 10. sign” by Mr. W. J. Adams of the creased from about 25 till it now is 

The speaker was Mr. Erv L. Dah- Products Division of the Bolens at seventy five! 

lund, the Chief engineer at Fair- Company at 8:00 p.m. in the Pop- a ae ee 

banks Morse’s Diesel Division. The over Room of the Union. April 14, 

representative of the Beloit firm “The Twelve Volt Story” by Mr. AUTOMOBILE CLUB 

gave an informal talk entitled “The J. H. Bolles, Chief Engineer of the By Marc Momsen 

Chief Engineer’s Job.” The discus- Delco-Remy Division of G.M.C. at The organizational meeting of 

sion section which followed the 8:00 p.m. in Tripp Commons of the the University of Wisconsin Auto- 

talk ended up the the evening and Union. May 12, “Carburetion” by mobile Club was held in the Me- 

was even longer than the speech it- Mr. H. N. Hartz of the Marvel- chanical Engineering Building on 

self. Schebler Products Division of the February 19, 1953. About 45 inter- 

Faculty Advisor Phil Myers Borg-Warner Corp. at 8:00 in Tripp ested students, from all schools on 

missed the meeting because he has Commons. campus, attended and the aims of 

gone to New York to work with the the club were presented. 

Cooperative Research Council. The e This club is set up to provide 

group is sponsored by the SAE, both information and a place for the 

nee and several automobile manu- ASCE members to work on their cars. Joint 

acturers. meetings with the Wisconsin chap- 

SAE is again issuing an invitation Mr. Harry Abendroth spoke at ter of SAE are being planned and 

Il engineers, usually ME’s, who the February 18th meeting on his h f itabl kesh : 
to all eng , usually i: . . . . search for a suitable workshop is 

are interested in things automotive experiences in doing geological under way. Plenty of hand tools are 
coin the organization. If you mapping in the Transvaal in South lea able, £ 1 

to join the ga y' 2 . already available, for rental at 10c 

wish to become a member, contact Africa. Eleven Badger Beauty candi- per hr. to insure their prompt re- 

Carl Thelin, Frankenburger, Tripp; dates were invited. turn, and the larger equipment in- 

or come to the meeting on March March 4 was the date of the last cludes a valve grinder, synchron- 

19 in the Popover Room in the Un- meeting, at which Mr. Robert C. izer, welding equipment, fuel and 

ion at 8:00 p.m. Johnson, President of the Siesel exhaust analyzers. 

Men newly appointed to positions Construction Company, talked on Professor Buroker is advisor to 

in the local SAE are: Carl Thelin, the procedure to register as a pro- the group with Ray Hilsenhoff as 

St. Pat’s candidate for the ME’s; fessional engineer and about the student financial advisor. Other fac- 

Don Haas, Mechanical Engineering benefits of the professional societies. ulty members include H. W. Engel- 

Exhibit Chairman; and David S. Also planned is a meeting at man and C. A. Gilpin, both of the 

Vinton, Chairman for the St. Pat’s which job opportunities will be dis- Mechanical Engineering Depart- 

Dance. cussed in order to give graduating ment. 

Because of the great amount of Civils, and those who are looking The club is duly registered with 

work to be done for the Exposition, for a major, some basis on which to the University and its officers are 

the SAE will hold business meet- proceed. The ASCE Engineer Ex- as follows: William Douglas, pres.; 

ings between the regular monthly position exhibit is now being plan- Paul Padrutt, vice pres.; Ken Kulik, 

gatherings. ned and appears to be promising. (please turn to page 70) 
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Mechanical Engineering Building 
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THE FOLLOWING SECTION IS DIRECTED TOWARD THE HIGH SCHOOL 

STUDENT IN THE HOPE THAT IT WILL AID HIM IN HIS SELECTION 

OF ENGINEERING AS A PROFESSION. 
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STUDENT STUDY LIST 

whl? Swenson, Kronshage 2645. STUDENT COPY 
ee a a a accra 

PLEASE READ CARDS NOT PROPERLY PREPARED WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED, 
Fill in all fixed hours and no others, Fixed hours include all hours not under control 

of the Assignment Committee, Seé time table for assignment committee subjects. 
In filling in study fists, always use the name of the department or sub-department, 

"auch as History, English, French, Latin, ete, NEVER USE THE TITLE OF THE COURSE 
Each student js held responsible for meeting degree requirements in proper order, 3 

Meneses seater eee meaesnstemmrecreseenll 
__|__sonwar soespay__|_wepnespay_|__rnunspay paupay TURDAY, 

(Hil Sei, te English ta} emit. Sei tolknglish ta.| Mil Sei la|Eaglish ta, 

4 mere fern SOMA ERAEE Doe crcegreeace eer  cocanccaiaaye 

Sigpse ewes ere eee reese ee eas ERO RO ROG EH occrecnees, 
9595 Jess sawaweces cee [en ewewemseneenewePaemeenenemsuwerandfemtasens cccncacespern aneedmems eweel 

oe) — ee des sit eat ie he BEG rol out in ts | 
Phy. Ed. .|Chem.dat).Phy.Bd. (hem dak) oof aan Bee 

11200) y oj Holt... an smntlimrvvesicrsnersatf oaoactecremilimenmsnansel Geelaee ast Vaborsiscy 
men 109 Cr _ sections below. 

rans] 0 Ee PORE fondle BE oe 
soe Ne ae Chemistry 2a 4 

\ pee ce cet cece eee cee yh Ne ccecceneee am.2a jotany : 
120] Chem.2a| \ Z| chem.2a-[\..... a Fogel ..| Clee [Drawing 12 3 
__ | bee | / kab. 310 them.|_102 Bie JEnglish la 3 

i Fogel...) Drawing ta). | rmning 12) oes Previa 2 |Mathematics 51 § 
2 th NT fen | DAKE | once ovencninnfennne ont 2 VSpeech = 9 3 

I Speech.o fon | Spaech.2..]./. \ |Speech.@ | Me st Phy. Ed, o 
390) platrich..| Le Ne dovwecesees eee (forsee eevee oe | Sokotnihot [MIL Sei da I 
iki | SEB S8C0 H-—-——| MEE" _Hreshman tec. 0 

ABS] cracseraien| aacreuncicmnd woceeeccanrs [ase saseereoe bmmeeeemmeon od tM! | ’ 208 Seits TOTAL cecores "4g, 

paeef eee vee es neee tan femewenmememe cares Prceneenemsneseces feee nee Grittey mw Nees ee wee lags pdoerion | ENE Some 

.ypica resniman cheaule 

by the Freshman Office 

Are you interested in engineering? Perhaps you would trained in composition. On Tuesday afternoon he finds 

like to view a typical weekly program of a freshman en- himself spending three hours in engineering drawing, 

gineer. where he will learn to use the language common to all 

On Monday morning at 7:45 John reports to Military engineering work. 

or Air Science, unless he is taking Band in its place. John John is a good student who has chosen to carry the 

successfully passed the algebra test given during Fresh- full 18 credit load and he realizes that a minimum of 

man Week so at 8:50 A.M. he reports to Mathematics twenty-five hours per week outside of class must be spent 

51 to develop the concepts of calculus, college algebra, and _ in diligent study, if he is to maintain a satisfactory college 

trigonometry. If John had not passed this algebra place- record. At least ten hours per week must be spent on math- 

ment test, he would have been required to report to ematics alone. His friend Frank must earn part of his 

Mathematics 50 (algebra) for one semester without credit way through college and was not as strong a high school 

toward graduation in order that he secure the proper student, so on consultation with his adviser he is carrying 

mathematical foundation for engineering. only 15 credits. He plans to spend more than four years 
At 9:55 A.M. John has a free hour, which if he is wise in college to complete his course. John finds that his 

he will devote to study. He finds his 11 o’clock Physical freshman civil engineering friends are carrying surveying 

Education class a welcome diversion. instead of Speech 9 or Mechanical Engineering 25 (shop- 

On Monday afternoon at 1:20 John spends two hours work), which his chemical engineering friends carry 5 

in Chemistry 2a laboratory. He has not had high school credits of Chemistry 4a with only 1 credit of shopwork. 

chemistry and he finds himself at a slight disadvantage The freshman adviser office is at all times available to 

for a few weeks, but with good study habits he knows he John for consultation on special problems, or just for a 

can eliminate this difficulty. His last class assignment friendly visit. John finds the life of a freshman engi- 

for Monday is Speech 9 and he appreciates this oppor- neer busy and demanding, but also full of interest. He 

tunity to develop fundamental skills in direct public told us that he thought prospective engineering students 
speaking. In English la, which is one of the most impor- who are now in high school might enjoy this view of his 
tant courses in engineering and in college, John will be week. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ENGINEERING EXPOSITION 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING BUILDING 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

High School Seniors 

State of Wisconsin 

Hi Fellows: 

The College of Engineering of the University of Wisconsin is in- 

viting you to be their special guests at the 1952 Engineering Exposition. 

The Exposition is being held April 10, 11, and 12, with Saturday, April 

11, being devoted to high school seniors of Wisconsin. We are happy to 

say that all of you who can arrange to be part of an organized group 

from your school will be offered a special orientation program and free 

admission to the exposition. (All students not arriving in a group will 

be asked to pay the usual admission fee.) To make it easier for you to ‘ 

get here, I am writing a letter to your principal asking him to organize a rf bos 

group and to arrange for transportation. a ea 

The engineering students here have been working since January 

. on the planning and building of exhibits. You will see first hand the 

spectacular and unusual aspects of engineering. I was recently informed 

that two Electricals have a flying saucer nearly perfected. Some of the 

Civil Engineers have a tricky method of determining your height and 

. weight by beam deflection. The Metallurgists are working out a plan 

for casting aluminum souvenirs. And so it goes—the Chemical, and 

Mechanical, and Agricultural Engineers—everybody has something. Al- 

together we expect to have a total of 100 student exhibits representing 

all branches of engineering. 

- You will also see a broad cross section of American industry as 

shown by about 40 industrial exhibits. There will be cut-away models of 

engines, miniature working models of all descriptions, plus full scale 

equipment from the chemical, transportation, communication, electrical 

power, mechanical equipment, and construction industries. About $100,- 

000 worth of equipment will be here for you to see. 

If you are interested in engineering as a career you can’t afford 

to miss the 1953 Engineering Exposition. If you’re not sure of your voca- 

tion, see the boundless opportunities in engineering. If you’re going to be 

an engineer, see what Wisconsin has to offer. Remember though, Satur- 

day, April 11, in Madison. 

See you then, 

Kenneth H. Schneck 

General Chairman 
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ESSENTIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
by Dean M. O. Withey 

f 

‘ eal oe Are you interested in the application of ) 
—_ Ne science to the design of construction of build- | 

a C Y ings, roads, dams, sewage disposal plants, ma- 

' ' 4 | chines, automobiles, farm implements, motors, 

oe a dynamos, radios, television, telephones or other 

a R y J devices useful to man? Perhaps you prefer to 

DT i indulge your fancy in research to improve the 

if “ ay’ + manufacture of a product, to produce a new 

Foe , material, or to devise a method of utilizing the 

gine heat of the sun or the power of the tides. If as 
: a high school student you are so interested and 

P like mathematics and physics or chemistry, and 

have a good aptitude in drawing and shop work 

M. O. Withey coupled with a keen interest in how machines 

and motors operate, you should think seriously of a career in engineering. 

At the University of Wisconsin six accredited curricula are available in 
chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical, metallurgical, and mining engineering. 

During the first year chemistry, English, mathematics and drawing are re- 

quired in all curricula, with an additional subject which varies with the curri- 

culum considered. In the sophomore year physics and mathematics constitute 

nearly half of each curricula, with such additional subjects as chemistry, 

mechanics, surveying, electrodynamics, economics, metallography, foundry, 
mineralogy, geology, or metallurgy depending on the curriculum considered. 

During the last two years of the programs the required courses include mathe- 
matics, materials of construction, thermodynamics, heat power engineering, 

electrical machinery, technical writing and the more specialized courses of 
each curricula. The total number of credits required for graduation in four 
of the curricula is 146. In chemical and civil engineering a summer session 

of five or six weeks is added, making the total requirements for them 151 and 
152 credits, respectively. 

(please turn to page 48) 
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by Professor H. G. Goehring 

Engineering Placement Director 

The demand for engineers is continu- to select a college program? All young 
ing to increase in the face of a diminish- men to be graduated from high schools 
ing supply. As a natural sequence the _ ' should carefully consider their capabilities 
salaries for beginning engineers are fol- j in Mathematics and the Physical Sciences 
lowing this upward trend. Unless there is ee ae > —their interests in these areas—and their 
a let up in the demand for engineers i. a 4 al iy over all high school records. Those who 

there is no relief in sight for the next four es E have made above average records in these 
or five years. : > studies should give considerable thought 

Let us first look at the supply. In 1949 x te to engineering as a profession in the light 
approximately 600 students were awarded i of the excellent long range opportunities 
Bachelor of Science degrees in Engineer- e presented. 
ing at the University of Wisconsin; in . To the college graduate it should mean 
1950 there were 800 such awards; in 1951, H. G. Goehring an excellent opportunity to find out by 
approximately 555; in 1952, slightly more than 400; in personal consultation the variety of opportunities avail- 
1953 there will be about 340. Present enrollment indicates able. Companies from all industries are sending represen- 

a decrease in graduates to well under 300 in 1954 and a_ tatives to the campus. During the first semester of the 
slight increase in 1955. Similar conditions exist in engi- 1952-53 year 197 companies sent representatives to talk to 
neering colleges throughout the country. Enrollment in 132 mid-year graduates. Approximately 250 companies 
the class entering in the fall of 1951 showed an increase will be represented on the campus during the current se- 
over the preceding year and that of 1952 exceeded that of mester. Here is an opportunity for the graduating engi- 
the previous year by approximately 50%. The interest evi- neer to learn about employment possibilities in practically 
denced by high school seniors indicates a still greater in- any field. 

crease in the fall of 1953. However it will be two years be- Although many seniors are expecting to enter the 

fore any increase is felt through larger graduating classes armed services shortly after graduation, it is emphasized 

and three years before there will be an appreciable in- that the great majority of companies will offer employ- 

crease. ment regardless of the imminence of induction. Men so 

It is now fully recognized that the demand for engi- employed ate granted military leave and their employ- 
. ment continues unbroken during this period. Even though 

neers exceeds the supply and unless this demand lessens, i. duction into the armed services immediately follows 
which does not appear likely at this time, there will con- graduation, the opportunity to establish contacts is avail- 

tinue to be a comparable shortage for several years. A able right on the campus. Such contacts can be renewed 
survey conducted by the Manpower Committee of the upon separation from the service much more easily than 

American Society for Engineering Education shows that "¢W contacts can be made. 
: . : Many opportunities for summer employment are avail- 

this country needs a minimum of 30,000 new engineers : ; ; : 
._ able in all sections of the country. Some of this work is 

annually and that the total number to be graduated in correlated directly with training programs for the grad- 

1953 will be slightly over 22,000 with a smaller number ate and students electing these opportunities will gain 

in 1954. According to this study, the engineering profes- worthwhile experience and receive good remuneration for 

sion needs 20,000 engineering graduates annually for ci- their efforts. Other companies offer shop experience which 

vilian peacetime needs alone. In addition, the military provides an excellent background for engineering work 
eee ‘ in the future. The engineering placement office welcomes 

Reeds umask Be: addedito civilian: Secuircinenie, the opportunity to help all students and alumni with 

What does this mean to the high school students about placement problems. 
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Photos by 

Dave Dauterman 
ABOVE: “Pouring off” a Bucky Badger souvenir for the Engi- 

neering Exposition. John Walter doing the pouring, and Paul 

Benson, chairman of the Mining and Metallurgy exhibits, assisting. 
om . -s zs ae 

RIGHT: The large Van deGraff generator is a very high voltage = r a Ye 
piece of equipment. It will discharge an arc about two feet long. Kitna | 
Wayne Olson, who is working on the setup, has to be very care- ; 3 re ‘ | is ~ : 

ful in order to stay alive. | 4 ft , CS ge i 
. ry ' 4 3 Se : : y _ 

BELOW LEFT: Bill Hunt and Issac Senior are finishing up the ce P| | tle 
work on a model of a bridge that will show the effects of water t | 5 Lo le Pig 
flow on the foundations of the bridge piers. 4 a ] en a 

BELOW RIGHT: Levetator— better known here as the Flying 1 a ir Oe ao 
Saucer —is being built and experimented with by Harold Gattie | EE ie | i a 
and John Smith. The aluminum saucer is suspended by a mag- a ' i i] ! | a 

netic circuit. . 3 | J ie 
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These exhibits are being 
constructed for the 1953 
Engineering Exposition, 

ABOVE: A Jacobs Ladder which consists of two electrodes spaced 

about three inches apart at the bottom and 4-5 inches apart at the 

top. An arc, backed by 100,000 volts, actually climbs the ladder 

a—_ = over and over. Charles Wittkop and Victor Muth are building 

. ie this piece of apparatus. 

bo} ee AN . \ Q . A LEFT: Wayne Olson, Bill Miller and LeRoy Shaw are working 

i ie \ A ei ea eo oe HU with an anti-log computor in an attempt to produce a signal which 

4 uy PS I ary cy iC if when set on an oscilliscope will look like the letters “U W”. 
ge 7, Oh “0 Ti a a y s i : ae ny a | 4 aca : BELOW LEFT: Three students working on a model of a draft 

BAT. a Dw tube. 
ie SNe aS -: 

i oo = A NN ‘ - i oo = BELOW RIGHT: The spot scanner type television camera and 

a ay Ne a A ae monitor is being built by Cliff Holly and Les Thelaner. For the 
on Sa i 4 ee i disk they are using an old record 16 inches in diameter with 40 

el = fe ae o a holes drilled in the form of a spiral. 
Sei | ’ er Cone . of sf 

ee | it 8 oe { | | 
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° ° ° oe ° . 
Chemical Engineering Civil Engineering 

by Prof. O. A. Hougen by Prof. James G. Woodburn 

Chairman, ChE Department Chairman, CE Department 

‘ This is a chemical age! 
During the last ten years \\ ye i. fe The profession of civil 

‘ the chemical industries of Ff e “a me | engineering offers many 
> Mian ~ the United States have been i 4 — employment opportunities 

, c») - expanding nearly three | _ Eg 1 for engineering graduates. 
‘Baad 4 e times as fast as the average ; f Ss pai P fe Moreover the need for civil 

a 4 + ») © of all other industries. For [> | “Mg soengineers increases con- 

s oa) ‘Sy i - all industries of America Me Sy i stantly with the develop- 

mS 4 |, the increase has been 1.75 We iy fF = ment of modern inventions 

a (is , fold; for the chemical in- & - _ and processes and with the 

ew \td . “ dustries the increase has “Ss ) growth of our population. 

0. A. Hougen been 4.5 fold. During these ~ Civil engineers have al- 

ten years, chemical production in the United States has J. G. Woodburn ways been connected with 

increased from 4.3 billion to 17 billion dollars a year. the building and maintenance of transportation systems. 

Another significant advantage of the chemical industries Only a little over a century ago waterways and postroads 

is that they are scattered among many small companies W°T® OUT only routes of public transportation: inland from 

where personal initiative and responsibility count and the ocean. Railroads were then in their beginnings, but 
lieve. the GiBiti8e OF betsonal .gain are commen: within 60 years had covered the country with a network of where opportunities of p al g f a Scalft 

surate with individual enterprise. Contrary to common 250,000 miles of mainline track. Long pipelines for trans- 
. he four leading chemical industries of Ameri porting petroleum products and natural gas have been 

ee Ta, RG ‘ ° ees laid. In all this k civil engineers have had a lar, t. 
—E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Monsanto an na wor & a large par 

Chemical Company, Celanese Corporation, and Dow In spite of all the advancement in methods of design- 
Chemical Company control only 15 per cent of the chem- ing and building highways and of all the billions of dol- 
ical industry in America as compared with the steel indus- lars that have been spent on our highway system, the fact 

try, where 75 per cent of production is controlled by four remains that in many places the quality of roads has not 
companies. kept pace with the mechanical improvements in the auto- 

The average age of the chemical engineer in industry is mobiles that have been manufactured or with the weights 
only thirty years. This means that his responsibilities of loads that are shipped over the highways in increasing 

come early in life. volumes. The growth of highway traffic that has resulted 
Chemical engineering deals primarily with the problems from population growth and the establishment of new 

of chemical production, and with any manufacturing pro- industries has led to the building of superhighways, ex- 
cess where chemical changes occur as in the production of pressways, and toll roads. The civil engineer occupies 

coal products, petroleum products, paints, pharmaceu- prominent place in the planning, surveying, designing, 
ticals, plastics, rubber. The list can be extended to a thou- constructing and operating of all these transportation 
sand products. facies 

One prominent duty of the chemical engineer is to 

translate the work of the chemical laboratory into large- Another field that offers promise of unlimited growth 

scale production; to design and operate a chemical plant and opportunity for employment of civil engineers is 

under profitable conditions. (pleaseturntn page’72) 
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° . . h ° 
Mechanical Engineering Mechanics Department 

by Prof. P. H. Hyland by J. B. Kommers 

Chairman, Mech Department 

2 = ~<a a . Mechanical nage The Mechanics Department at the University of Wis- 

eee is concerned with the release eosin rovides undergraduate instruction for all stu- lS ‘ f di f Pp 8) 
aa on ay Of (EREEBY: BB its transtor- dents in the College of Engineering and also for students 

a oe Ce 8 oi — mation into work through in other colleges who take certain courses. It acts as a 

| Peek ali oe machines, for the produc service department for undergraduate students in much 

| KC i ~~ p i . tion of power from fuels, the same manner as do the departments of English and 

) Ne J i and the design, construc- Mathematics. It does not grant the B.S. degree, but it does 
‘ — ce OD and use of machines offer graduate work leading to the M.S. and Ph.D. de- 

a 3 y to aes this pens Bee grees. Staff members in charge of graduate study are ac- 
&. many aeneke eh e 4 MES tive in research, and have a close association with the im- 

phabisatisty mans Needs: ortant engineering societies, with various agencies of the P. H. Hyland P 8 & g 
a“ The lasectwenty-five! years federal government, and with industry. They also engage 

witnessed an ever increasing demand for manufactured . ‘ ; ii 
‘, 5, . in consulting work to a limited extent. 

goods. This need has been met by rapid advances in me- 
‘ : . ; All the undergraduate courses taught in the depart- 

_ chanical engineering technology and a re-evaluation of the ment are fundamental and provide the foundation for 
: 4 * U! 

curriculum as of 1950. The engineering colleges cannot n f the engineerin one es taken subsequently, as 
: x S| ? 

furnish graduates in sufficient numbers to satisfy the de- ec, S ee 5s 3 ee 
| enwanids: of Tadusey Loe youns mechaniel eaginecds well as for later work in the engineering profession. In 

¥ Tones: 8 . general, the mechanics courses deal with the effects of 

Mechanical engineering students, like those in the other forces on bodies at rest or in motion, with the strength and 

main fields of engineering are thoroughly trained in, rigidity of the members that make up structures and ma- 

mathematics, the physical sciences and engineering prin- chines, and with the physical properties of the materials 

ciples, and are taught to apply those fundamentals to of which these members are made. Excellent facilities are 

the problems that are encountered in engineering practice. available for the study of mechanics of soils; fatigue of 

The mechanical engineering course at Wisconsin main- materials; vibration of structures; and the properties of 

(please turn to page 70) portland cement, aggregate, concrete, wood, and metals. 

ES 

Electrical Engineering neers. This is more than any of the other founder engineer- 
ing societies. In addition, there are over 30,000 members 

by Prof. H. A. Peterson of the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE). 

Chairman, EE Department Electricity in the home is something with which all of us 

? are familiar in this present age. Only a few generations 

Tm. 5 Electrical Engineering is ago, it was available in the homes of merely a few. To- 

— ™ \ F a young profession and, day it is available in almost every home. Electrical engi- 

P 4 I therefore, a young man’s neers have been the professional group largely responsible 

NY os wat? profession. It was a mere for bringing about this condition. Engineers are “doers” 

“ay i A | Ee infant—but a lusty one—in and this is some of the practical evidence that electrical 

HF >. _ {1882 when the first electric engineers have “done” their work well, so that today heavy 

& ey fea generators were put in op- tasks around the farm home, and other tasks in all homes, 

v “s \ eA im = eration. It is interesting to can be done quickly, efficiently, and economically without 
4 — point out that the first elec- drudgery. The benefits of radio and, in more recent 

; tric generator driven by a years, television have been brought to many homes. These 

waterwheel was put in oper- are some of the more obvious fruits of electrical engineer- 

Hi A. Peterson ation in Appleton, Wiscon- ing—benefits to mankind. From these more obvious fruits, 
sin, on September 30, 1882. Since that time growth and de- we could move on to many others of a very complex nature 

velopment of the profession have been phenomenal un- such as the control of guided missiles, gunfire control, 
til today the American Institute of Electrical Engineers automatic pilots, and high speed electronic computing de- 

(AIEE) has a membership of over 42,000 electrical engi- (please turn to page 72) 
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by Allen Schmidley, ee’53 

(President of Polygon Board ) 

What is Polygon Board and its functions? society is being his assistant or junior member. He takes 

thi i ember’s pl hen his t ires. In ord 
Polygon is a central committee, which can act for the © senior member's Place when Ais rm expires orcer 

. . . to become a Polygon member, you first must become ac- interests of the college of engineering and represent the |, ae . . 
: 5 : tive in your school, join your respective professional so- 

students in their relations to the faculty. Polygon Board, : . oo , ; conned . . . ... ciety and remain active in the society so the members will from its constitution, will sponsor all engineering activi- : ‘ : .. get to know you; then when election time comes you may 
ties such as dances, smokers, expositions, plays, St. Pat- . : 
ick’s contests and other engineering activities of general be ‘the: person to be uomlmved gad elested. “The Presi: rick’s a & 8 8 dent of Polygon Board is the fifteenth man on the board 

t s . 
inveres and is elected by the Board members from the outstand- 

This year Polygon put on a St. Pat’s dance in the Union. ing senior members. The society which he represents 
The chairmanships for this dance were held by members elects a third member to the board to replace him, so that 
of the board and all matters of finance and methods of equal representation is maintained among the socieities. 
choosing St. Pat, from the entries by the different engi- 

neering schools, was done by the fourteen members com- Each member who serves on Polygon Board for a year 

prising Polygon. receives a gold filled key for his services and probably 

ill enj b: t in th ing. Th ti 1 
This year’s Engineering Exposition, which will be held i ee aiaier in Bhe Spring: © mestiogs axe Held " } : in the MLE. building at least once every two weeks. The 

April 10, 11, and 12, will be directed by Polygon Board. . 
meetings are open to all who care to come or want to 

The question in your mind may be, how can I get on have any points discussed. Any member being absent 
Polygon Board? Polygon is made up of fourteen mem- without a valid excuse is fined one dollar which is de- 
bers and a presiding president. The fourteen members ducted from any profit his society is awarded from money 
come from the seven active professional engineering so- made on the St. Pat’s dance or exposition. This then be- 
cieties, two from each society who serve two semesters on hooves every society to send capable and responsible 

the board. These terms are staggered so one man has had men to the board. In comparison with the Hill, Polygon 
a semester of experience while a new member from the is the student board of the Engineering College. 
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by Dick Groth, ee’55 

A clarification of the rules concerning the sponsoring It has been created for anyone not connected with an 

and construction of student exhibits for the 1953 Engi- organization, and also for any others in exhibiting groups 

neering Exposition have been given by Polygon Board. who may wish to assume the responsibility for creating and 

Inasmuch as there has been much confusion over the in- building an exhibit of their own. 

terpretation of the regulations concerning exhibits, the Exhibits can’t be entered in two classes. If there is a 

following information, direct from Polygon Board, is in- choice, the exhibitors must decide in which class he wishes 

tended to set everyone straight. to compete. 

What can be exhibited? Prizes. 

Any exhibit illustrating scientific principles or pheno- Plans for the distribution of prizes, which were stated 

mena, or showing the direct results or effects of scienti- in the January Wisconsin Engineer have since been al- 

fic principles, can be submitted. This means that it doesn’t tered. Here is the final word: Over $300 in cash prizes 

have to be an engineering project—exhibits illustrating and trophies will be awarded by Polygon Board. To the 

any of the physical sciences can qualify. Polygon engineering societies goes $160 in cash prizes— 

All ideas for exhibits must be approved by Jack Miller, one 825, three $15, five $10, and eight "2 awards. This 

student exhibits chairman. Ideas should be submitted to money a go to the oes iatheanseny sierwackied 
ak 5 s : : on the winning exhibit. 

the exhibits chairman of your engineering society, or to 

Jack Miller (phone 6-8870). The other organizations will be competing for three 

Who can exhibit? trophies, to be given for first, second, and third places. 

: “Le . Three trophies will also be awarded to winners in the 
There will be three classes of exhibitors: (1) Engi- |... “i ‘ 

feeding societies #epresented son Polygon Boardiareigoing individual exhibits category. The combined value of the 

A sa iB s six trophies is $150. 
to compete in one division. The projects are worked on 

individually but are sponsored by the society as a whole. In closing, don’t forget any organization or individual 

(2) Any organization on the U.W. campus, other than can enter more than one exhibit. At this writing, some 

those just mentioned, are eligible to exhibit in the second engineering societies have 12 exhibits planned. So far 

group. The exhibits submitted by those in this division there have been nearly sixty exhibits accepted, but Jack 

will be entered in the name of the group and built by its Miller gives his assurance that there is room in the engi- 

members. (3) The third group is for individual exhibitors. neering building for many more. 
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- ,o t The complexity of modern a 

\ aU i defense—extreme aircraft speed 
ld \ highly complex weapons, ne 

i a ta ' combat strategies, the advance 
! \ state of today’s technology—pos 
W---------------------------4 serious problems for the scienti 

and engineer. 
One significant solution li PLANNING THE RIGHT ANSWERS : er ag aad in the extensive use of ai 

2 borne automatic equipme 
port centre renee eee -- eee ees including electronic digit 
' ! computers, to augment d 
’ _. . : replace the human eleme: 
: oe ' in aircraft control. 
! y i — ', At Hughes Research an 
' a Development Laboratori¢ 
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Dr. E.C. Nelson (left), Head of Computer : 
Systems Department, and J. H. Irving, 
Head of Systems Planning and Analysis . 
Department, discuss a problem in the 
systems planning and analysis stage. 
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roblem is attacked bas- ment and production of com- 
beginning with systems _plexly interacting automatic 
ing and analysis. This systems for all phases of elec- 
s of an exhaustive ex-. tronic control of interceptor 
tion of the requirements navigation, flight control, and 
oblem, together withan fire control. Similiar accom- Research 
tion of the best means __plishments may be pointed to and Development 
isfying these require- _ in the guided missile field. HUGHE Laboratories 

. The objective is to Methods of systems plan- U Ss CULVER cITY, 
h the simplest possible ning and analysis responsible LOS ANGELES COUNTY, nization consistent with for achievements in the mili- CALIFORNIA 
rior performance. tary arca are also being applied 
se techniques, employ- _at Hughes to adapt electronic 
any special talents, are digital computer techniques 
sible at Hughes for the for business data processing 
sful design, develop- and industrial controls. 
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— _ _ : : |) Hughes activities in the 
ee ie | D | computer field are _ . / 7 creating some new — — ee . = [positions in the Systems iF.  . _ |. Planning and Analysis 

-- or ee : Department. Experience 
. |. i |» ; _ in the design and 
a. a a ee i i ' \ : application of electronic eo. eg tee / _ : digital computers is se. : —_ . a ™_CCleesirable, but not | /  & i / | essential. Analytically oe i. > . Dan Loa i inclined physicists and Wl —  —oaar)h—lmrmrmr™été<“i—‘—~SOCOC~™ | engineers with a back- 
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Edited by 

PROFESSIONAL Stephen Carter, m’55 

ENGINEERS 49 and 1950. He served as second fessor of Civil Engineering at the 

vice president in 1951 and is now University of Wisconsin in charge 

first vice president. of Surveying and Mapping instruc- 

First Vice-President — George P. tion. He is a member of the Ameri- 

Steinmetz can Society of Civil Engineers, 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE Mr. Steinmetz is Chief Engineer, American Society for Engineering 

201 yaeneingion one Public Service Commission of Wis- Education, American Congress for 

Ww. G. Youngquist. Secretary consin. He is a member of ASCE. Surveying and Mapping, The Amer- 

Served as Director and President ican Society of Photogrammetry, 

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE of the Southwest Chapter. Is now and the Wisconsin Society of Land 

Philip S. Davy, Chm. Chairman of WSPE Defense Com- Surveyors. He is now a member of 

524 Main Street, LaCrosse mittee. He is now serving as second the Education Committee. 
F. L. Carlson, LaCrosse : : : 

R. E. Lee, DePere vice president. Treasurer—Lloyd M. Schindler 

H. S. Fullwood, Milwaukee Second Vice-President—Albert O. Mr. Schindler is City Engineer of 
A. O. Ayres, Eau Claire Z . 

L. W. Upton, Kenosha Ayres Appleton. He is serving as Treasur- 

F. R. Wincentsen, Rhinelander Mr. Ayres is President of the Eau er of the Society. 
B. W. Johnson, Madison . . otys. 

Claire Sand and Gravel Company. Directors — William F. Baumgart- 

WSPE OFFICERS Has served as Director of the North- ner, Anthony L. Genisot, Herbert 

R. C. Clark, President - west Chapter and the Eau Claire O. Lord 

Pierce ee pe eaten Technical Society. Served as WSPE Mr. Baumgartner is Division En- 

F. T. Agthe, Past President Director 1949-1950. gineer, State Highway Commission 

WG Youngquist, Secroay Secretary—Eldon C. Wagner of Wisconsin, Eau Claire. He serv- 

M. A. Blakey, Director Mr. Wagner is an Associate Pro- (please turn to page 70) 

L. O. Hoganson, Director 

B. C. Lueders, Director 
George A. Sievers, Director 

Harold C. Trester, Director dl . 

re) es 
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES PU ' ; ' 

A. G. Behling Gy ee - , 

George W. Martin X i ‘ay ” ead 

a 1 A —_—— es 

t LN 3 | 

® ELECTION OF OFFICERS : 2 

The following members were } ra 

elected to office in the recent elec- F | j 1 ig? a 

tion. : ) i” cy aes ig X — a, 

President—Pierce G. Ellis Fr os, Ce, Ps K ee aoe 

Mr. Ellis is assistant to the presi- A ae at ‘ he is . 

dent of the Wisconsin Public Ser- Bie. aS i 

vice Corp., Milwaukee. He is a i a a Pe N Z% 
eo eee Am 2 

member of the American Society \ ee i Ler ‘ fi 

: , : ye a? fa 
for Engineering Education and En- a a ye Py eo 

oe eh lee fe 

gineers’ Society of Milwaukee. He Sa Pe Oe OO Nr 

has served as Chairman of the New officers of the Northwest Chapter of the Wisconsin Society 

5 : : of Professional Engineers, elected recently, are, left to right: 

Membership Committee, 1946; Di- seated—M. R. Carlson, vice president; W. T. Gohn, president; and 

rector, 1947-48, and Chairman, Uni- Walter E. Hestekin, secretary and treasurer. Standing are E. R. 

a a . Holm, elected a director for three years; R. P. Boyd and R. F. Bott, 

versity Cooperating Committee, 19- holdover directors; and W. F. Baumgartner, retiring president. 
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Promise of a golden future 

Yellow uranium ore from the Colorado Plateau 

is helping to bring atomic wonders to you 

Long ago, Indian braves made their war paint from the col- ergy, scientists also see a vision of unknown power—which 

orful sandstones of the Colorado Plateau. someday may heat and light your home, and propel sub- 

ecifiosttis i hi ircraft. T. ian’ int i 
THEY USED URANIUM—Their brilliant yellows came from peep be and aiteraft. The Indians sar paint ison. 

z ‘ ‘ 3 A es : the march again—toward a golden future. 
carnotite, the important uranium-bearing mineral. Early in © 

this century, this ore supplied radium for the famous scien- UCC TAKES AN IMPORTANT PART—The people of Union 

tists, Marie and Pierre Curie, and later vanadium for spe- Carbide locate, mine, and refine uranium ore. They also 

cial alloys and steels. operate for the Government the huge atomic materials plants 

Today, this Plateau—stretching over parts of Colorado, at Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Paducah, Ky., and the Oak Ridge 

Utah, New Mexico, and Arizona—is our chief domestic National Laboratory, where radioisotopes are made. 

BOUIVE of uranium. Here, new communities thrive; jeeps STUDENTS and STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about the many 

and airplanes replace the burro; Geiger counters supplant fields in which Union Carbide offers career opportunities. Write for 

the divining rod and miner’s hunch. the free illustrated booklet “Products and Processes” which de- 

From hundreds of mines that are often just small tunnels scribes the various activities of UCC in the fields of ALLOYS, CAR- 

= 2 oz + . BONS, CHEMICALS, GASES, and Plastics. Ask for booklet B-2. 
in the hills, carnotite is hauled to processing mills. After the 

vanadium is extracted, the uranium, concentrated in the 

form of “yellow-cake,” is shipped to atomic energy plants. | N I O N C R B I D E 

A NEW ERA BECKONS—What does atomic energy prom- B; \ 

ise for you? Already radioactive isotopes are working won- AND CARBON CORPORATION 

ders in medicine, industry, and agriculture. In atomic en- 30 EAST 42ND STREET (aq NEW YORK 17, N. ¥. 

CC’ Trade-marked Products of Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases. and Plastics include ———\——_ 

ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals » HAYNES STELLITE Alloys + EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries - NATIONAL Carbons 

ACHESON Electrodes + PYROFAX Gas + PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes + PREST-O-LITE Acetylene 

BAKELITE, KRENE, and VINYLITE Plastics + DYNEL TEXTILE FIBERS + LINDE Oxygen + SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS 
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Channel Wing _. produced will be on an experimental basis and will comply 
(continued from page 19) with the Air Force Specifications for a liaison aircraft. This 

definite in number. This type of wing can be designed and ship will carry litter patients and one medical attendant 

adapted to suit the requirements of any type of aircraft °F three fully equipped combat soldiers exclusive of the 
from the small private plane to large transports. pilot. It will have a normal cruising speed of better than 

/ In peacetime applications, ships equipped with this new 150 miles per hour, and will be able to land and take-off 

wing will permit the safe transportation of large numbers ftom unprepared surfaces. 
of people from the rooftops in metropolitan areas. It Mr. C. Gilbert Taylor, the creator of the light airplane, 
could conceivably be applied to backyard operations and speaking for Taylorcraft, said, “The Custer Channel 
used on ranches and farms with no prepared airstrip. The Wing is the first change in basic design of aircraft since 
farmer would find that the operational characteristics of the Wright Brothers, and a complete new formula for 
a channel wing ship are adaptable to crop dusting, herding, aerodynamics may have to be developed together with 
and pest control. The conservation department could use engineering data and new operating rules to cover the 
it in forest fire lookout and prevention work, and watch- aircraft that is now in the process of development by 
ing over the movements and numbers of our wild game Taylorcraft, Inc.” 

herds. As an observation aircraft it could be used for In this day of exteremly high speed flight, it is only 

aerial photography and would be very effective in police natural that design for the Custer Channel Wing in super- 

and rescue work. sonic flight should be considered. Such studies are now 
The military forces could find innumerable uses for being made and interesting applications have been found. 

this type of aircraft. The Custer Channel Wing has di- The application of modern turbo and jet engines making 
rect application to the problems encountered in flight use of the Custer Channel Wing to benefit lift and drag 

operations from the decks of aircraft carriers. Its landing characteristics for take-off and landing conditions, result 
requirements would allow these decks to be much shorter in lift coefficients much higher than those found for 

than those in use today. The transfer of wounded from present day boundary layer and powered aerodynamic 
areas of battle directly to field or base hospitals, would schemes. Modern attempts to produce the so-called nega- 

be made possible through the ships ability to land any- tive drag airfoil has also been applied to the channel wing 
where safely. It will be invaluable in developing efficient with the most interesting negative drag results. 

operation of cargo feeder lines. Furthermore the channel The extraordinary operation of the channel wing has 

wing can be applied to any aircraft where hovering and caused the Custer Channel Wing Corporation to begin | 
slow-speed, or vertical land is desirable, regardless of the ou struction of an new, modern, sleek-looking airplane 
top speed of the ship. This characteristic would be useful that is capable of taking-off without any forward velocity 

for instance, in a place like Korea. The aircraft would be and practically hovering along, or cruising at better than 

based very near the front, where its ability to hover and 150 miles per hour. The ultra modern backyard ship will 

to take-off from and land on rough ground would be be mass produced to bring the price down within the 
readily adaptable for rescue and observation purposes. seach af the’ avertige. wage eatted: 

Te would anakee “ ideal amabalaenes aed eau be used in Mr. Willard Custer, the designer and builder of the ex- 
combat, since it has high speed for quick approach and ; ? ae 

: ‘ ‘ perimental channel wing says that the application of the 
fast get away, and is able to climb at a high rate. lw ivcraf ld well 

The recognized aerodynamic principle that lift varies full uschulness of the channel wing to aircraft cou we 

directly as the square of the velocity, thus producing tre- result inan airship that would supercede the conventional 
0p, F j airplane and helicopter. This is due to the ability of the 

mendous lifting force at high air speeds suggests the hannel wing ship to go into places where oflievemeans of 

potential benefits to be derived from the adaptations of ceabnportation cannot go P 

the Custer Channel Wing to jet aircraft. The Custer . . 
Channel Wing Corporation is well advanced with research The development of revolutionary aerodynamic in 
on jet applications. ventions such as the Custer Channel Wing give an idica- 

The Present and Future of the Custer Channel Wing tion that the horizons of the aviation industry are as yet 

The channel wing can be applied to any ship whatever. unlimited. Men like Willard R. Custer are as truly pio- 

Transport, trainer, fighter, and above all to freight carry- eers as those who crossed the great plains westwards = 

ing machines. As a war service ship it far excells the heli- the early history of our country, and the effects of his 
copter. It has all the advantages of the helicopter, and research should be as profound in the field of aviation, 

conventional ships combined. It is the simplest means 45 the oon of the earlier pioneers were on 

known for “convertiplane” that is now in existence. OUN HUSTOLY ANG TACAHOns. 
This fact is recognized by one of the leading manufac- Bibliography 

turers of lightweight aircraft in the country, Taylorcraft, Report, The Custer Channel Wing, 

Inc. of Conway, Pennsylvania. The Taylorcraft Co. is the The Custer Channel Wing Corporation 
first aircraft manufacturer to contract with the Custer Hagerstown, Md., Dec. 26, 1952 

Channel Wing Corporation for a license to manufacture Sherwood, A. Wiley, “Aerodynamics” 

both private and military aircraft. The first ship to be P. 97, 205-206, McGraw Hill, 1946. 
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John Purdom, B.S. in Ch.E., Ohio State ’49, 9 and Kenneth Kehr, North Carolina State ’50, THE ENGINEER’S PLACE IN discuss diagram of a process for improved re. 
Pr covery of an intermediate for high polymers. fES aD ra 7 

“Te a Bin. ao [RPiflfav, Dw 

Le wo oa 
yi ony a a ”~ , tive products, or the presence of 
g ; Py ~q, unsatisfactory profit margins. 

oN bm 2s 2 Yj f) 72) rag i a Inasingle study, the engineer may 
if la Use a ul Ji gg “ draw data from laboratories, semi- 

fT fy ™ > a ep iy works and plant-scale experiments, 
Se prepare an estimate of profits and in- 
Another phase of Du Pont production activities vestments and consult with numer- 
offers challenging work for the technical man ous specialists on various phases of 

i es , a Pacers the problem, both within the Com- ee 8 - yea: wie a Ik - ro -. A | ae oe ne A pany and outside. 
. ae am ' iL | PC V4 . : \ > eh wi & d eae oe Having collected data from these 

se ees . / / bi | a Al Vv many sources and perhaps from an 
Lie we sw : i ve ao independent study of his own, the 
yy j | { ! Nis nhs Z plant development engineer must a ae oe eT : ; a a | TN ih . then assemble and evaluate the ma- | aa - 5 4 vy. R ‘ i a i - ae > x La in b 4 terial and prepare a recommenda- 

iM | A 7 ee | Aes tion that is based on sound engineer- lsat m: dll ey | “ cr oe. car} 5 ‘ 
BS I ; a I o ae ing judgment, 

E.H. Ten Eyek, Jr., B.S. in Ch.E., Syracuse ’43, _D. $. Warner, B.S. in M.E., Purdue ’47, and Wheth: a : Ph.D. in Ch.E., Brooklyn Polytech ’50, and G. R. Prescott, B.S. in Met. E., Columbia’49, ether a product or process im- W. H. Stevens, Jr., B.S. in Ch.E., Yale ’50, discuss improvements for stainless steel liners proves from the standpoint of com- take recordings on a new nylon unit. in tubes carrying corrosive materials. petition, profit and efficiency de- 

pends, in great degree, on the quality In most Du Pont manufacturing to have a special appeal for the man of its plant development work. The 
plants you'll find two groups of engi- who can take on a big problem, ana- development engineer’s job is a re- 
neers working side by side to make _ lyze its parts, and come up with a sponsible one at Du Pont, and the 
operations more efficient—to reduce thoughtful, reasoned solution. work of a good man is soon noticed. 
costs and improve quality. The spe- Bui ‘ ost anc improve q y P Individual development studies 7 ; ——; cialized work of one group, the pro- a z HAVE YOU seen “Chemical Engineers . . may begin in a number of different at Du Pont’’? New book describes initial duction supervisors, has been rather Often th ked by the opportunities in many fields, tells how fully discussed in the Digest ways. Utten they are sparked by the experiences are varied to prepare men . imagination of the engineer himself, for administrative and management Co, oye . positions. For copy, write 2521 Ne- Equally vital is the work of devel- who, of course, must be familiar with mours Bldg., Wilmington, Delaware. 
opment men—the men responsible production costs, activities of com- 
for advising management when op- petition, and recent or impending GU POND 
erational changes should be made for _ technical improvements. 

: ror 
economic or technical reasons. Studies also may be inspired by BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 5 : s z «+. THROUGH CHEMISTRY Engineers from several fields of suggestions of production supervi- 

re training are employed in develop- _ sors or sales personnel, obsolescence Listen to ‘Cavalcade of America,”” Tuesday Nights on 
ment activities at Du Pont. It seems of equipment, advances in competi- See It every Other Weangedey on NBO TY 
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been NS s% _-~—~—*'{|_sSitions with Trane in sales, research 

: oO , »* =| and product design, these graduate 
J . ee SS “~~~ _sengineers are attending a streamlined 

Yep ae S se ye woe 
t pe ! is x — — ) 8 six-month training course at full pay. 

\ _ 2 Fa eo — oe This interesting course moves rapidly 

b ve aq e aaa 24 eS Sr and adapts the graduate’s knowledge 
er - v5 _ ‘ NG . a | of engineering to the position he has 

a so SSA ~” A \ chosen. | 
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Trane Offers Engineering Graduates 

Qualified graduate engineers can step quickly Graduates move quickly into responsible, well 

into an interesting and prosperous career in the paid positions. Men who joined the company 

rapidly growing field of air conditioning. The Trane through this training program include the president 

Company, leading manufacturer of air conditioning, and numerous company officers, managers of most 

heating, ventilating and heat transfer equipment, Tyane sales offices and home office sales divisions. 
is seeking graduates for responsible positions in T ‘ d has bee ¢ stead th 

sales, research, product design and production. pot Dean as iy one of steady ee h 

Those selected will join the Trane Graduate ° eadership for nearly forty years, during bot 

Training Program in La Crosse at full pay. Each Peace and war. Today, new Trane products are be- 

man will receive a specialized course to assure per- 1S developed constantly . . . creating new depart- 

sonal success in the position he has chosen. ments and promotions ... assuring continued 

He will learn how Trane equipment is used in growth and business opportunities. 

jet aircraft, tanks, submarines, ships, skyscrapers, For an outstanding career in one of the fastest 

factories, industries, homes and buildings of all growing industries, consider your future in air con- 

types. He will see how rapidly air conditioning is ditioning with Trane. Write immediately to Milton 

becoming a necessity . . . how it is destined to be- R. Paulsen, Training Department Manager, for the 

come a standard requirement in homes, automo- brochure “Trane Graduate Training Program”. 

biles, schools, offices . . . everywhere. Next six-month class starts in July. 

How much can graduates of their training pro- 
gram earn? What about competition? Is Trane 
strong financially? Does the company offer out- 
standing opportunities to young men? 

For the unbiased answers, read FORTUNE mag- THE TRANE COMPANY e LA CROSSE, WIS. 

azine’s report on Trane in their August, 1951 " . 

issue. Your library should have a copy. A reprint 
of this report is included in the “Trane Graduate Eastern Manufacturing Division, Scranton, Pennsylvania 

Training Program” brochure which is in your Trane Company of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Canada 

Placement Office. Sales Offices in 85 United States and 14 Canadian Cities 

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS OF AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, VENTILATING EQUIPMENT 
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Peete 
pf | ee 

_ Vf h , @ 4 re | Precisely at 4:50 A. M. in the predawn darkness of 

j 4 as ae : iL last July 21, the most severe California earthquake 

7 a 4 — “¢ y : | since 1906 struck the small town of Tehachapi. 

o a ) et | em. ~~ Walls were collapsing, buildings were folding. The 

a << be he a | < | town’s telephone office shook to its foundation and 

» voro at a — the lights went out. But the night operator remained 

a 7 } i ey E 2 i i) q at her switchboard
 

until it went dead. Main cables 

i we Swe wy / A es Te to the telephone office were pulled to the ground 

es 2 -. when a nearby wall caved in. 
, A x ve - oo. 

oo px (wr : ae ae ae This was at 4:50 A. M. 

At 8:30 A. M., less than 4 hours later, telephone 

E : Z =— men had reestablishe
d 

3 circuits on the edge of town 

oes oe i Loe _ (top picture). Outdoor offices were set up for Red 

2. eo e: 5 . Cross and other emergency workers. 

7 he, Hy ae oe
 

Repairs to the damaged main cable and other 

i = is as =e 7 a lca equipment were rushed (center picture). By late 

a ee ae | a A tmn
t 

afternoon the central office switchboard
 

was work- 

oS Rete ea yy a | ae fog ing. Tehachapi residents were able to make calls to 
ge a _ > la a “4 friends and relatives concerned about their safety. 

lee oe J ae ef 

ie Len NS uns ae mg By 9 P. M., two TV stations were sending live tele- 

a - 4 rr. ae a ae. casts of the damage to Southern California viewers 

: Oe soy,
 

—— a ‘ . (bottom picture). Telephone men had established 

aa on) bys ‘\ ‘A a 4-jump radio-relay station in less than 12 hours. 

pl Ns i a. EL It was a typical disaster—bru
tal 

and unannounced
. 

But telephone men were prepared. They quickly 

restored communicat
ion 

when it was needed most. 

ae as In so doing, they demonstrate
d 

the resourcefuln
ess 

. ae oe: and technical skill which telephone companies ask 
_ 4 3 | _ of their engineers. 

——— \ ‘ i if 

—e | os LCC aa For qualified engineering graduates of this caliber, 

—_ Y a ; | _ te » >> > y there are opportunities
 

in the telephone companies. 

a i feo: _ Your college placement officer can give you details. 

—_ . | ANT ll Or write to American Telephone & Telegraph Com- 
a [i K fof \ U / ve / pany, College Relations Section, 195 Broadway, New 

. ag aah aan Le ) a ay York 7, N. Y., for the booklet, “Looking Ahead.” 
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° ° ° 
Considerations - - Professional Problems -- 

conan vo 8 (continued from page 27) 
(continued froin page 32) Another important point, and one with which many of 

The recently accelerated demand for engineers has been us were already somewhat acquainted, is the fact that suc- 

caused in part by increased application of the advances in cess is never guaranteed. Speaker after speaker stressed 
science to the manufacture and use of mechanical, elec- the point that it takes effort, and plenty of it, to reach to- 

trical, metallurgical, chemical and constructional equip- wards the top. This was probably the most disappointing 

ment, again in part by the realization of the management part of the course to learn. However, it was inspiring to 

of the small industries of their need for engineering ser- hear the speaker from Fairbanks Morse quote how man 

vices in order to remain in competition. The demand has after man had, of all places, started out on the drafting 

also been increased by the decrease in European engineer- board and climbed up to the higher positions on the com- 

ing graduates during and following World War II due to pany. This was not done by knowing the boss’s daughter, 
the impoverished conditions in the Axis countries. an adage that the gentleman from Allis Chalmers refuted. 

The College has a well qualified staff, excellent build- It was done by cooperation with others, hard and serious 

ings supplied with modern equipment and facilities, both work, and extra effort which was put forth after office 

for a comprehensive instructional program and for re- hours. This brings up the point that we are not through 

search in the six fields of its curricula. Graduates of the studying come February or June. True, we can be 

College have risen to top positions in management and in through with studying, but it seems to be a well known 

the engineering fields. Further information concerning the fact that the ladder of success stands solidly on keeping 

employment situation and the various fields are given in pace with current events and advancements. 

succeeding articles. On account of the strong demand for Thus, to sum up this brief summary, I’d like to repeat 

engineers and the importance which they play and will the main thing I got out of the course is that it finally 

continue to play in our national economy, every student made me sit up and start to wonder just which way I 

with a sound physique and a determination to succeed, who — should turn in June. Secondarily, I discovered that I must 

stands in the upper third of his high school graduating learn to express myself easily and accurately, and that I 

Icass should have the potential to complete an engineer- must continually strive to further myself and my educa- 

ing curriculum. For additional information on the fields tion by continually putting forth extra effort and by 

in engineering and the preparation desired, write to the additional studying. It is these three things that I believe 

office of the Dean of the College of Engineering. made the course important to me. 
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 —rti‘_‘—O™OOCsSsSO 2. 7 COMPLETE STOCK 
—_—_—666s&. sa of : 

ait \  .  - 

ee - = | IMPORTED FROM 
@ ALBANENE,* a K&E product, is the preferred tracing paper LY Jk wa GERMANY 
in thousands of drafting rooms. It is transparentized, not with in 
messy oils that leak, but with a special synthetic trans- a) (Z__ 
parentizer developed by K&E. ALBANENE does not turn B R O W N ‘ S 
brittle or lose its transparency with time. After years it is as OY 1G 
@ood as new. *Trade Mark® De Re La ah B k h 

nae ook Sho P Inc. 
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. Pca P 

est. 1867 Slide Rules, i i NEW YORK * HOBOKEN, N. J. Measuring Tapes, Friendly, Courteous Service 
Lhicago ® St. Louis * Detroit * San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal 
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Basic research and engineering advances make RCA 
Victor’s 1953 TV receivers the finest you can buy. y' ry 

| irst with th j d t with the 08 Irs ec Major advances — CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION 
WITH PAY—AT RCA 

: Py YY 1 | Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA since ‘Television began ! Gone Ut goog 
facturers of radio and electronic products 
—offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 

Dye se é ew aj N- ed training a erience 
Families living in television areas its micro-sharp electron beam and superfine Fog ny Gtk Gopettues tar ad, 
have seen from the beginning why phosphor screen which ensures the finest vancement. Here are only five of the many 

mas ‘i ality: It is 3 sen i i jects which off sual sei 
more people buy RCA Victor tele- picture quality..It 18 also seen in:xeception Wy Wavclosmeck ana deaiza etude 

. at a distance—as well as in automatic tuning © Development and design of radio re- 
vision sets than any other brand. As 6 all channels, both VHF and UNF. ceivers (including broadcast, short-wave 

ste ein . : = 7 . and FM circuits, television, and phono- 

television spreads to:tiew, communi- Today’s RCA Victor receivers result Sra enntiinauens) 
ties, millions more learn the same. ; he. H CONSES! De ® Advanced development and design of 

from the same research and engineering AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 
Enthusiastic reception of the 1953 leadership that perfected the kinescope induction Tene mobile communications 

RCA Victor sets proves that advanced re- _ picture tube, the image orthicon TV 2D Dalen ot mone arts such : a‘ i osig component parts such as 
search and engineering means finer TV. cameras, reflection-free metal-shell coils, loudspeakers. capacitors. 

You see it in the new “Magic Monitor” cir- picture tubes — and which opened © Development and design of new re- 
cuit system which automatically screens  UHF to television service. coring ans producing: metic: De ae S © Design of receiving, power, cathode 
out interference, steps up power, tunes * * * ray, gas and photo tubes. 
the best sound to the clearest picture. Write today to College Relations Divi- 

RGA. research: assures. you better ealué— sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 
. y see we 

Further proof of this leadership is the more for each dollar you invest—in any Also Chemi ieee for; Mechanical 
new RCA “Deep Image” picture tube with product or service of RCA and RCA Victor. ad Chemical Bnalnsers snd -Fhuacite. 

* Rapro C 7 7 
ADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

World leader in radio — first in television 
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by 

Eugene Buchholz, m’55 

Johnson, Frederick M., ¢’06, dis- Hovey, William B., ¢’32, after Thorp, George G., m’91, died 

trict engineer for the Bureau of Pub- spending a number of years in January 19th at his Maple Bluff 

lic Roads at Springfield, Illinois, Venezuela with an oil company, is home. Mr. Thorp retired in 1935 as 

has retired after more than 40 years now living in Santa Fe, New Mexi- president of the Illinois Steel Com- 

in government service. co, where he has established a plant pany. He directed construction of 

making concrete products. His res- the United States Steel Corp. plant 

idence is 105 Camino San Acacio. at Gary, Ind., in 1905, at the request 

of U.S. Steel. Brought to Madison 

Cargill, William W., c’16, presi- in his youth, Mr. ‘Thorp was grad- 
° ; f; Id Madi High 

dent and general manager of the uated from, ile . adison ae 
Ray-O-Vae Co. of Madison, has School and the University of Wis- 
ay-O-Va nO. a i ‘ , . 

retired. He will make his home in Petersen, Robert P., 16, presi- consin and taught at the University 
for one year before becoming as- 

Los Angeles. dent of the Concrete Products Co. . . : 
‘ : . sociated with steel firms. 

of America, which has factories in 

Pottstown and Pittsburgh, is feat- 

ured in an article in Engineering 

¥ News-R f 15. Peter- 
Watts, Oliver P., Phd.’05, died at ews cond or January: . a“ ‘ 5 . . 

his home Feb. 6. De. Watts, emeri. sen’s company is pioneering in the Elliott, John F., ¢’42, is assistant 

° — . os manufacture of small, pre-stressed chief engineer for Brown-Pacific- 
tus professor of electro-chemistry . 2 < f 

3 4 . . . concrete bridges under factory con- Maxon, a contracting firm that is 
at the University of Wisconsin, pio- ws ‘ 

din the fields of electro-met- ditions. working on Navy contracts on the 

tee, ise lati d island of Guam. His wife Elizabeth 
allurgy, electro-plating, and cor- ‘ : . 

sation studies He vained in 1935 sed ene wehiledeens, Fl and “Tineanyy 
. c ith him. 

but had continued research work on ~~ m 

metal corrosion. He also invented 

the Watts process of hot plating Guth, Sylvester K., ¢’30, in charge 

nickel. of lighting research activities at the . ‘ 
Nela Park Lamp division of the Bespalow, Eugene F., ¢’21, vice- 

General Electric Co., received the president and chief engineer of 

honorary degree of doctor of ocular Choctaw Inc., of Memphis, Tenn., 

, . sdenes Tan. 23 tn. Chicazo. The is the new president of the Mid- 
Plog, Charles B., c’40, and his g ; ‘ 

_ . t : honorary degree is in recognition south section of the American So- 
wife Lois are in Bombay, India, 8 8) A £ Civil Engi 

where Charlie is an engineer with of Guth’s outstanding contribu- aety ef Cit EAsmeee 
the Standard Vacuum Oil Co tions to the profession of optometry. 

A graduate of the University of 

Wisconsin, he joined the lamp di- 

vision in 1930. He has conducted his Kloman, Edward J., ¢’44, is back 

research in the fields of light, vision home in Milwaukee after 21 months 

Lenschow, Henry J., c’30, has re- and seeing, developing many tech- of Navy duty in the Korean area. 

signed as city engineer of Tomah, niques in evaluating visibility, con- He is now with the Falk Corp., tak- 

Wisconsin. He is now engaged in trast sensitivity, visual acuity and ing a training course leading to 

private practice in that city. ease of seeing. sales engineering. 
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1 i» Never before in the history of the fhe 
Tg aircraft industry has there been a 

erg Ser opportunity-and-greater——y 
- demiind the young engineer with ‘ ! 5 ; inieti 
ee thorough trtiming-and_creative ability. i ' ecurity, restuichons/prevent 2. 

| CE ey At Chance Vought 78aeeag igi 30 Ene: : / : full discussion of the guided mis- 

neering staff in one of the largest plants P aile projects: at Chance Vought, 
designed for the manufacture of military aircraft. ‘ at eet de requirements in all 

Centered in the second largest aircraft production area in . Pnases'.0 development and pro- 
the U. S., this modern air conditioned plant is especially f cocein are creating new demands 
designed and equipped with adequate facilities for air- Th as ee of engineers and scientists. 
craft research, development and integrated production. hese missiles are in production for inten- 

sive experimental uses and presently are 
(ON, being flight tested with excellent results. 

 \eN 

i Ag For thirty-five years Chance Vought’s position in the aircraft industry has been 
fe CT one of pioneering and leadership. One of the latest achievements is the tailless 
_ ‘a swept wing F7U-3 “Cutlass” now in full scale production. This twin jet fighter, 
sme Ms in the “more than 650 miles per hour category,” is designed to operate from both 
fF land bases and aircraft carriers. For further information about Chance Vought and its 

iy / diversified opportunities in engineering, consult a copy of our publication titled “Tomor- 
row’s Engineering” now on file in your college placement library. If you are receiving a degree 
in Engineering, Mathematics or Physics, contact your Placement Director for an appointment 
with the Chance Vought Aircraft representative who will visit your campus soon, 

CHANCE VouGHT AIRCRAFT 
Ga Ga ‘on 

= CHANCE SS 
OUGHT 
WZ 

Dallas, Texas 

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
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Whenever fastening problems arise... 

i Zz) paint? 
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LOOK FOR = THE RED Whenever fastening presents a problem —ESNA is ready with a quick 

LOCKING COLLAR answer. More than 3000 types and sizes of self-locking vibration-proof 
fasteners—plus the “know-how” of ESNA engineers—are available here 

It is threadless and resilient. Every bolt impresses at ESNA. 

(but does not cut) its full thread contact in the ce . 
Red Elastle Collarte fully’grip the bolethreads. ESNA has long been known as “design headquarters” for self-lock- 
In addition, this threading action properly seats ing fasteners. Accepted by Army, Navy and Air Force, virtually every 
the metal threads—and eliminates axial play aircraft built in the past decade has been Elastic Stop Nut-equipped. On 
between bolt and nut threads. All Elastic Stop the railroads, in the oil fields, on automobiles and construction equip- 
Nuts—regardless of type or size—lock in posi- ment, Elastic Stop Nuts manufactured to exacting quality control stand- 
tion anywhere on a bolt or stud, maintain ard edo} ialized job -y d 

accurate adjustments and seal against liquid ARCS, ake ong: Specia 1c Jot S every Cay. . . 
seepage. Vibration, impact or stress reversal Be familiar with the design help ESNA offers. Write us for details 
does not disturb prestressed or positioned set- on Elastic Stop Nuts. Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America, 2330 

tings. Vauxhall Road, Union, N. J. 

ESNA)) ZN om, ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
(hai) 

a, SH ARB ANCHOR es a G SPLINE & CLINCH, oft, ne) NYLON 

DESIGN HEADQUARTERS FOR SELF-LOCKING FASTENERS 
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ENGINEERS are planning to transform this flat Dakota prairie = = cee 
into what probably will be North Dakota’s largest industry. A a  @&§&§=—hEemee TNS 
new Standard Oil refinery, with equipment similar to that shown, ys is scheduled to be operating at this Mandan site before the end ri Cs ey of 1954. Capable of refining 30,000 barrels a day, it will prow = | 
vide the first major outlet for the Williston Basin production. =f i 
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OIL is making a prairie plant grow! . 
in 

3 Before the close of On the basis of this estimate, Standard 43 : . ‘ 
bal - 1954, a new Standard Oil Oil has let a contract for the construction ee : 
ba refinery is scheduled to of a new refinery at Mandan and a 215- 

a t be operating at Mandan, mile products pipeline from Mandan to i _ I 
<a— >. North Dakota. Moorhead, Minnesota. A crude oil pipe- 
en ie Behind this lies a story line of 170 miles will be completed by the 

of Standard Oil’s willingness to back its time the refinery is ready for operation 
scientists’ judgment with millions of dollars. and a pipeline gathering system of about 

‘ ‘i : 40 miles already has been built. 
Two years ago oil was discovered in the . . 

Williston Basin. How much oil this basin Construction activities such as these 
eventually will produce is anybody’s guess, and the tireless search for oil are jobs that 

but the current rate is only about 10,000 never end in the petroleum industry. 

barrels a day. However, geologists, geo- Young technical men at Standard Oil 

physicists and engineers, working in field have found that there still are many ex- 
and laboratory, have estimated that the citing frontiers to explore with a company 
basin holds a total of two and a half bil- that is constantly building, constantly 
lion barrels. looking to the future. 

. 
Standard Oil Company ae. 

910 South Michigan Avenue a | 
Chicago 80, llinois ( STANDARD ) 
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—Courtesy Westinghouse 
Surge Comparison Testing 

this system the coil under test and tions the output of the standard 
a standard or comparison coil of surge-comparison tester is deliber- 

known quality are subjected alter- ately limited to 100 amperes instan- 

nately and rapidly to an accurately taneous peak output at 10 kv to pro- 

HIGH-ENERGY controlled electrical surge, and the tect the triggering thyratron in the 

SURGE-COMPARISON TESTER resulting wave shapes are cast upon condenser discharge circuit. This is 

an oscilloscope screen for visual ample for the great bulk of factory 

The use of the surge-comparison comparison. If the two coils are and repair-shop testing of motor and 

principle to check the dielectric alike the wave shapes essentially co- generator coils and similar purposes. 

quality level of coils and circuits has incide. If the test coil possesses However, for testing the coils of 

become widely accepted since the in- faults or serious weaknesses the large generators and other low-im- 
troduction of the surge-comparison shape of its wave discloses them. pedance circuits, surges of much 

tester about three years ago. With Under normal operating condi- greater energy are necessary. To 
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oo 
provide these for testing its own a 
large generators, Westinghouse en- aw oe ,. ; 

gineers have built a special surge- 2s fy | : eeervnreens. Y 
comparison tester employing igni- - r aff q ~ le ‘ 
trons that can deliver 10,000 am- : gy. qT te i hi 
peres at 12 kv. This special purpose 2 : wi) - rt ip , | 
test unit develops a surge with peak e e p78 er te Ei ° geet u Ps Ered al 
energy 120 times greater than the | ae ig i eo im ‘ 
commercially available models. " 5) | — 4 72 

This high-energy tester is used - ey : on 6 Ch 
widely on turbine and waterwheel _ ESS - |__| ee | 
generators as they are assembled. It . 4 a a f 
gives assurance that faulty coils will . ‘ . a 
be discovered at an early stage. a a a ' - 

X-RAY IMAGE AMPLIFIER 2 co FOR MEDICAL USE ee a 

have a new tool in the X-ray image eee " oe” 
amplifier—a device that will give X-Ray Image Amplifier Courtesy Westinghouse 
them a 200 times brighter view of 

their patient’s internal organs in liv- 

ing action. An attachment for stan- utes. Now, with the image amplifier tient’s tolerance level. Since fluor- 
dard fluoroscopic equipment, the attached to his equipment, the phy- escent screens have a gross effic- 
image amplifier is now going into sician can step into his dark room iency of about 5 percent, even a 
production at the Westinghouse X- and see at once a bright image. He theoretically perfect screen would 
ray Division in Baltimore, Mary- may still have to dark-adapt his be only about 20 times as bright, 
land after eight years of intensive eyes, though for only three or four and screen improvement alone can- 
research, Basically, the amplifier minutes, before he can see all the not achieve the desired brightness 
consists of a high-vacuum tube that details. What he sees after that gains. 
ude accel- will be a sees So discernable Increased brightness of the X- 

presentation of his patient’s organs ray image has been attained by con- 

The conditions confronting the at work. verting the X-ray energy into light 
physician in present-day fluoro- The new image amplifier in- with a fluorescent screen, and thence 
scopy are comparable to those en- creases the brightness of the fluoro- to electrons by means of an adja- 
countered in finding a seat in a scopic image after the X-rays have cent photoelectric surface. These 
movie after leaving the bright sun- passed through the patient. This electrons are accelerated by a high 
shine. To see the fluoroscopic im- solution to the problem is neces- potential placed across the vacuum 
age, the radiologist has to dark- sary because the X-ray intensities tube, giving a brightness gain of 10 
adapt his eyes for at least 20 min- are already approaching the pa- (please: tire page) 
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or more. A further gain is attained : ss 

by electrostatic focusing of the elec- See aaa 

. ERR ee ee te He ' , 
tron stream to reduce the image to =) eo ore ey 7 aaa ae oa ree 

approximately one fifth its original a Teles ka et vio ae ona ' oe te a 

size. The reduced image, made up ete @ aa =e at — he sa a adh 

of high speed electrons, impinges eee {oo ee nn sis ai 

on a phospor output layer that con- r Tie a | pp ree le * me aE oy : na 

verts the electron stream back toa ~ Di eet cc r a “247k 88g ‘ oe 

visible image, now brightened 200 1 tt op ia ae a epee aa 

times or more. As a final step, the ~ ie 4 t 4 : eo es | ed 35t 68g i ad 

intensified image is magnified by 7 te Te at | i a [ er TS ce 24 Gapapaiiag ame 8 1p eae | 

means of an optical system without ae EACH LENGTH ok ee pli ae 7 Sete ae 4 

loss of the increase in brightness. ‘fe Sl BS. GB in weicnt. | opel ge ee 4 
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THE LINCOLN | 2-474 tao rrow on lm | va [ oa. | X i L | CASTAROW PIPE pe 

NATIONAL a ai 
er oe 

LIFE INSURANCE | ~) 2:2) 2) fe a 

co SS ee oe ee 
. Courtesy Monsanto Chemical Co. 

Equal weights of pipe illustrate light-weight quality of glass fiber polyester. 

WE SPECIALIZE in 

insurance for college NEW MATERIAL 500 degrees Fahrenheit. It is abso- 

dhudonts HAS MANY USES lutely waterproof and airtight. It 

. . will not burn. A good electrical in- 

In technical language, the mater- sulator, it nevertheless will let in 
> x ? 

SENIORS — Be sure ial is known as polyester-glass fiber radio and radar waves. It is trans- 

to investigate our laminate. It is part glass, part super- lucent —will pass light —but you 

“College Plan.” An tough plastic. Supplies are unlimited can’t see through it. It requires no 

so for all practical purposes. In 1951, paint either for color or protection. 

insurance program an estimated 32 million pounds of —you can make the finished pro- 

designed for college products were made from it. The duct in any color you want. Pro- 'y ¥ 

graduates. uses to which manufacturers, build- ducts made from it are incredibly 

ers and engineers cut put it are al- strong. And add to all this that it 

. most as unlimited as the supplies of is not attacked by acids, alkalis, oil, 

For More dnformation the material. gasoline or corrosive gases. 

Dick Ranney Polyester-glass fiber laminate can In making a product from the 

6-5466 be molded into large products on (please turn to page 58) 
low-cost molds of wood, sheet metal 

803 Tenney Bldg. or plaster of Paris—with little heat 

Madison, Wis. and low pressure. The molds are —— 

cheap. Enormous products of great — 

Ree strength can be produced—all in a De: “s 

A es x ce one piece. Sailboat and motorboat — >. =. 

a i ot ND Py hulls, for example, do not have to 

y a Po k be built, member by member. They 

cS Be, fg can be molded all at once. So can ; ’ 
OP gp eee aa j 
ACG ee ey automobile bodies. It is only a mat- / f " 

oy ae ter of time until someone will mold f i. \ 

Ye a a the first panel truck, the first tele- ff \ 

A ! p phone booth, perhaps even airplane f . 4 | 

a” wines 
' ee oe The material can stand rain, sun, 

Samana ” frost, snow without crazing, cracking r 

or warping. It can take heat up to One piece chair. 
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...In jef engine design 

As far as our engineers are concerned 1953 started 5 years ago. Today 

they are designing and developing dependable engines for the 

aircraft of 1958 or later. They are working on more powerful jet 

engines ... even on a nuclear engine. 

This kind of engineering in advance of the calendar has made 

ite, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft the world leader in flying engines. 

Lo ks 
‘eos If you would like to work for the company with a future... serving an 

Qe” industry with an unlimited future... set your sights on Pratt & 

Whitney Aircraft. 
MORE AIRCRAFT ENGINES 
BEAR THIS EMBLEM 
THAN ANY OTHER. 

” a 
-ratls Winitney Aircraft? — 
OIV/S/ION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION = $$ $$ 

EAST HARTFORD 8 CONNECTICUT U.S.A, 
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Science - - the country, but no way has been that investigations of periodic com- 

a . found to break widespread droughts, mercial seedings in western states 

CRORE LOH PAGES) General Electric weather scientists during the middle of the week last 

new material you start out with a reported today. spring “correlated extremely well” 

colorless syrupy liquid. The manu- Pioneering work in weather modi- with rainfall patterns that occurred 

facturer buys the syrup from a resin fication has proved that artificial later in the week in eastern states. 

maker and glass fibers from a glass seeding of supercooled atmosphere Seedings as far west as California, 

maker. He roughly forms his pro- with dry ice and silver iodide can he observed, correlated well with 

duct with a blanket of glass fibers. produce rain, snow and even clouds. periodic rainfall as far east as the 

Some of the syrup is poured onto However, many complex weather Atlantic Coast. | 

: Spree ” henomena, not t full nder- the glass mat and the “pre-form phenomena, : yee fuby © Dr. Vonnegut found that under 

dried. The “pre-form” then goes stood, bar rainfall from drought- : ee . : 
2 soe . ideal conditions, widespread seeding 

over the top of a mold—more resin plagued areas, the scientists explain : - : : ‘ — could be accomplished with a negli- 
syrup is poured on—and the mold in the first complete historical ar- ibl f di ial 

losed. With ligibl ress d ticle of man’s successful attempt to BIDIe AMOUNE TOF Seeding, materia’. 
closed. With negligible pressure an : He reported that to realize “a 30 
little or no heat—the resin-satur- modify the weather. : Cloud din ibly at di per cent change of rain per day 

ti 5 : . seedi ossi at dis- : % ated glass fibers set up into the pro: : & P y . within a given area in New Mexico, 
duct! tant points, may someday make it . seid x & 

. : : the cost of the silver iodide is only 
possible to relieve areas stricken sa 

And the product can be almost by drought, the scientists said. $1 for 4,000 square miles. 

anything. During 1950, weather scientists In 1948 and 1949, studies car- 

e Dr. Irving Langmuir, Dr. Vincent ried out in Honduras, Guatemala 

J. Schaefer and Dr. Bernard Von- and Costa Rica showed that rain 

PROJECT CIRRUS negut discovered that periodic or and violent storms could be pre- 

Man can now produce rain under regular-interval seeding in New vented by overseeding the tops of 

certain conditions which in turn is Mexico affected weather generally high cumulus clouds. Proper seed- 

believed to cause subsequent rains across the country. ing of the same clouds, on the other 

and other weather changes across Recently, Dr. Langmuir reported hand, produced rain. 
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The wonders of the ocean's fl00F are duplicated in 
two giant tanks at Marine Studios, at Marineland, Fla. More than 
30,000 live undersea specimens are presented in their natural setting, f ity 
and into these tanks are pumped more than 7,000,000 gallons of sea \ / 
water per day. . aN 

Okolite-Okoprene cable was selected as the most reliable means of BAS 
supplying power to the motors which pump this water. Power is = —— 
taken from a 2300-volt circuit and stepped down to 220-110 volts, See oe 
for motors ranging from 1/ to 30 h.p. 

The corrosive influence of salt water and salt air has virtually no 
effect on the tough Okoprene sheath which protects Okolite-Okoprene 
cable, eee 

Tough jobs are the true test of electri- e ® 
cal cable... and installations on such T e@ Universit 0-op 

M) jobs usually turn out to be Okonite. 
: 4 BO) . * «KO NET E insulated wires and cables 1325 University Avenue 
si 8786 
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ee Training Counts...plenty! 
© When you join ranks with Square D, you neering talent. We're proud of the calibre 

can be sure you'll get complete, individual- of men we employ, train and advance. 

ized training—the kind that pays off in all They're the kind of men you'd like to work 

the years to follow. with. Why not let us tell you more about it? 

e Year after year, Square D looks to the 

nine schools shown above for electrical, 4 

mechanical, industrial and general engi- Square D Company, Dept. SA 

6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan 
I'd like a copy of 
Square D's “\Get-Acquainted"’ brochure. 

MAIL THE COUPON N ac cpp eS 

We'd like to send you 
n . ” Sificol a 

a 16-page “get-acquainted” brochure. 

It tells a lot about Square D, ad bie J 

its products, services, City___ Zone __ State __. 

markets and opportunities. © 

7 | 

(De SQUARE J) COMPANY 
| 
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ltraviol diati 
U travio et Ra tation Relative Radiation for 50-Percent Kill 

(continued from page 21) ° 7 7 i 2 5 continued [re ge _ 

Increasing the velocity of air in any duct increases tur- | 

bulence. Present results show that as turbulence is in- 3 

creased in this manner the organisms are more easily de- 

stroyed by the ultraviolet radiations. Some of the organ- <8 _ 
5 7 a : : 3 
isms in the turbulent flow apparently receive more radia- g 

4 8 
tion than would be expected from the average calculated a 

: : : se is 
intensity and time. The fact that the amount of radiation Le 

needed for a given kill decreases as air velocity increases 8 
: — 9 
is shown in Fig. 2. 33 so 

s 
Operation of the Sterilamp z 

apes eg aa 
Most ultraviolet sources operate at highest efficiency 2 

under approximately room-temperature conditions. The 
. 2 ee 

output of such a lamp, for example, the standard Steri- 3g 

lamp (type 782), diminishes as the temperature increases 

or decreases from this optimum region; the output at 40 3 

degrees F, for example, being roughly two thirds of the ! 
80 desrees EF. Air drafts adh he | Fig. 2. The relation between the amount of ultraviolet radiatios 

Output at egrees I. “Air dratts passing over the lamp required for a 50-percent bacteria kill and the velocity of the air 
cause a similar decrease in output by cooling the lamp to a __ in the duct. 

temperature somewhat below its normal operating tem- 

_ perature. An attempt to provide a lamp that gives opti- tration. The effect of operating current on the ultraviolet 
mum output under operating conditions prevalent in air- output of the new Slimline Sterilamp at ambient tempera- 

conditionings applications led to the development of an tures from 30 to 110 degrees F, under still air conditions, 
inexpensive, high-intensity ultraviolet source. This lamp is js shown in Fig 3. High lamp loading (watts per unit area 

known as the G36T6 in the nomenclature of the industry, of bulb surface) causes greater outputs to occur at lower 

but the Westinghouse design is actually made with the ambient temperatures as the lamp current is increased; op- 

smaller T5 envelope, because this makes possible higher  timum output is at 95 degrees F for 100-ma operation, 75 

intensity under all air-duct conditions than with T6. degrees F for 200 ma, 60 degrees F for 300 ma, and 40 

The new Sterilamp operates on readily available fluores- degrees F for 420 ma. Air movement displaces these opti- 

cent lamp ballasts and has the advantage of being heavily © mum points. Readings for Fig. 3 were taken at 100 ma in- 
loaded, thus retaining high output under low temperature — stead of 120 ma for testing. 

or severe draft conditions. It can be operated at 120, 200, . . . 
; P , When a Sterilamp is subjected to draft, the movement 

300, and 420 ma, depending upon the transformer selected. f 5 
, : a of air cools the bulb, causing the lamp output to change. 

Approximately 95 percent of the lamp’s radiations are at : . : : 
: sot . The ultraviolet outputs resulting from operating the Slim- 

2537 Angstroms wavelength, which is in the region of the . . . 
2 3 line Sterilamp at ambient temperatures of from 30 to 110 

spectrum that has the greatest germicidal effectiveness. 5 2 
degrees F and subjected to draft velocities of 100, 450, 

The ability to operate the lamp at high current results and 950 feet per minute, are shown in Fig. 3. A comparison 

in great ultraviolet output, which reduces the number of these curves shows that the optimum output conditions 
of lamps required to produce a given ultraviolet concen- (please turn to page 62) 

_ 160;-———— ~ = 

ne | S — — . —— . a 
E o i pectn tte, | fof of pt 
#8 — i a a ' | pecctronat | scone 420 Ma pf] 
G20 Sie, a oos,, oe l “ ome 300 Ma v 

2d, Sa ra eee - | | Ae | == Ma 4 

~ vo + ——. é é — 101 a é Rege ee aaa i _——~ | | v | | yg 

38 | “a Ny / a e / 
sae" O74 I | 1 A an / 
856 | # L lA 4 
5a a a aL oo f ? On6 Y i Wy | | ra t 

BS a0 4 x | w | 3§ w 4 j= Jo 3 | 
° | we | Be a rt || fone) og 

52 | \ | | } | | 
30 io 50 60708810010) HDHD TO 3] GQ 3 oe to 88500 TH 

Ambient Temperature— Degrees F Ambient Temperature—Degrees F Ambient Temperature—Degrees F Ambient Temperature— Degrees F 

Fig. 3 These curves show the effect of different draft velocities air; successively. from left to right, the other curves are for 
on the ultraviolet output of the type G36T6 Sterilamp over the drafts of 100, 450, and 950 feet per minute perpendicular to the 
same range of ambient temperatures. Curves at left are for still lamp. 
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ee gem SE =—Synthane’s combination of = See se A properties can often make 

a good product better. \ 

From crude to crankcase— wy } strong, light oe , light, 
° ° i EX | durable. High 

with an assist by SYNTHANE = S8 FF ensieomressve 
2, X an le xura. 

Without oil there’d be no automobiles or pump valves, piston rings, and compressor xy her strengths. 
airplanes, fewer plastics, soaps, drugs, plates in tank-farms and refineries. Be- < 
floor polishes, cosmetics, insecticides. cause it is a good insulator, Synthane in Vs eS 

In one form or another, petroleum and the form of flange insulation provides % 
petrochemicals are almost as important cathodic protection for pipe lines. Be- / Ws. 
to us as the air we breathe. And in one cause it is a good moisture-resisting die- Good insulator; Zo 
way or another, Synthane plastic lami- lectric, light weight Synthane is used in high dielectric “ay y 
nates are equally important to petroleum geophysical survey equipment and oil- strength, low power (CX wf) 
production and processing. locating instruments. Wear-and-corrosion factor. Low er 7) 

The reason is understandable. resistance make Synthane desirable for dielectric constant. ARS LY 
Synthane is a dependable material with Hlow ine Valve seat inserts ble proper 
Many uses. ecause Ol ai ese valua = 

Because it is wear-resistant and tough, ties, plus many more, Synthane may be a Cay | . 
yet easy to machine, Synthane is used material you can put to profitable use. Sy i Restle mo loses 

for components of oil well cementing To find out, get the complete Synthane cam N Ss solventty 

equipment. Because Synthane is strong Catalog. Write to Synthane Corporation, | eee ctmospheres. 
and corrosion-resistant, it is excellent for 42 River Road, Oaks, Pennsylvania. a 

Y -Onw 4 UNA S| 

t LAMINATED PLASTICS 
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| . i oe i¥0 
Ultraviolet Radiation - - LITT 

Duct Length—Inches| a0 
ontinued fi : 160 Height=36 I —t 539 (continued from page 60) a Duct Height=36 Inches 320 

change as the air velocity and ambient temperature vary. 180 = oa 

Lamps designed to operate in still air decrease in output 2 ae a 240 
ae . . : . 4 | 

as draft velocities are increased. The Slimline Sterilamp, P| | | Aare au 

designed for operation in air ducts, produces a compara- 230 LE —- af | 

tively uniform output regardless of air velocity at ambient g || Ae ie 
* S120 4 —| 

temperatures between 60 and 90 degrees F; and at ambient 2 | fa \ at bo 

temperatures above 90 degrees F, lamp output actually suo Yio AA Ae t | te 
increases with draft velocity. The effect of air velocity on s «Lic | 

te . op: Si , 4 : | ot 
lamp output at 80 degrees F ambient is shown in Fig. 4. z W/Z, eT ” 

. Wh f AL 4 | [ 
Arrangements of lamps have been studied so as to 3 “UY, Ce | 60 

utilize the ultraviolet radiations to the fullest extent. a Wg ene me 2 
Drafts parallel to the lamp axis allow slightly greater out- s /, | | P P ghtly g 3 7 b 
put under most conditions. When lamps are placed paral- € 8 Wor — | 
lel to the air flow, bacteria traveling through the duct are a wo SA, | a ——— — 30 
irradiated only while they move opposite the lamp. Radia- g i ALI T ae ; 
tions emitted from the lamp travel only a short distance a Yo | | 20 | 
before being absorbed by the duct walls. This is especially & 40 Z| —|—}—+- —- + 
true if the lamps are mounted on the walls. The same 3 | 744 E | tp : ‘ 30-4 | _ 
lamps placed perpendicular to the air flow are much more 8 || | 

* . 3 
effective because of a greater “ray length,” ie., the ultra- © 20 to =a 
violet radiations are not absorbed by the duct walls. How- | 4 | ‘ ‘ . 1o}-——F = 
ever, if the ultraviolet lamp has not been designed for op- | [| | 
eration in moving air, the output is unsatisfactory. The out- o 10.20.3040. 5060708090 100710 
put of Slimline Sterilamps operated at different current . DuctWadth Inches: 

a ‘ ly slightly i ffecti ith th Fig. 5 The computer number of cubic feet of air that can be 
ratings varies only slightly in effectiveness with the tem-  gisinfected to a ten-percent survival value by a watt of 2537- 
perature and the air velocity, whereas those lamps de- Angstrom radiation from a G36T6 lamp, in various sizes of ducts. 

signed to operate in still air show a much greater variation . . . . 
. . ‘ of theory. Using the information obtained, the amount of in output. The most effective arrangement of Sterilamps ded vl f tf 
operated at 420 ma in air ducts is with lamps perpendicu- °"°*8Y nee . fo © vas den neath Cle: Fike ° ‘SE ii 
lar to the air flow and equally spaced about the center of 8*7S™MS In the air was een ‘ eG ered: 2 me 
the duct. In this position the greatest “ray length” with installation at air velocities common to air ducts increases 

minimum shadow effect (ultraviolet absorption by other with the size of the exposure chamber, as would be tex: 
lamps): issobtained pected from the increase in ray length (see Fig. 5). These 

Practical Applicati curves are helpful in calculating the amount of ultra- ractica| ications z : . PP . . violet energy necessary for most ducts. However, in cer- 
Through exhaustive laboratory tests Sterilamp ultravio- . . ge aan . tain large irradiation chambers the length may be as short let applications have been carried well beyond the realm , z 3 

as two feet while the width and height may be much great- 

160, — er. In such instances, the chamber can be divided into two 
¥ | or more sections to simplify calculations. The ray length 
. 420 Ma = . : 8 140) rtf = increases with the size of the exposure chamber and, 

¢2 00 ie therefore, less ultraviolet energy is necessary. A correction 
° aU0 3 ‘. « . 531 + factor for the increased ray length for various large ir- 

a 8 radiation chambers is shown in Fig. 6. All calculations of 
< % 100 8 Se 200 Ma, the energy required for various duct sizes were based on 
we 

: . 23 a a —— actual energy measurements in a nonreflecting duct. Some 

ae increased output is obtained by increasing the reflectivity 

5 & 60 {| of the walls. 
7? 100 Ma . 
3a l_ To determine the amount of energy necessary for other 
& 2 49 - — than a 90-percent survival ratio, the experimental curve 
Zs en 5 
He in Fig. 1 should be used. For example, to obtain a smaller 

& a / survival value the ultraviolet wattage obtained for 90- 3 g 

percent disinfection should be multiplied by a correction 

° 100200 ak Velocity —-Feet per Minnte eo 9° 1° factor; for 95-percent kill, this is 1.8; for 98-percent kill, 
. . . 3.0; and for 99-percent kill, 3.5. 

Fig. 4 This group of curves shows the effect of draft velocity Ta ch fiat: 90. kill i 
on the output of a type G36T6 Slimline Sterilamp, for several n the average installation, a “percent kill is recom- 
values of lamp current. (please turn to page 66) 
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Guillotine shear cuts 
PN g ° 

Far ee a) cost of cutting steel 
is / > / _ ne - - » To carry the terrific shock loads imposed on 

e noe | - . ¥ | i | pinions and gears in this flying shear, engi- 
j P| ae | ao cto A neers mount them on Timken® tapered roller 
(a cS 4 x ——_ ae Cre | bearings. Maintenance and repair costs are cut, 

es ro. ie SS a) oe costly breakdowns prevented, accuracy insured. 
a 3 . ‘ ie L. V4 . | | / | co Because of their tapered construction, Timken 

a ——— Oe foe Lo a i oo bearings take radial and thrust loads in any 

) =) | , roo - a. = | combination. They minimize friction, reduce 

Pt ell | i bs | i. es == wear — normally last the life of the machine. 

a ee me a a a Sc ee ma, cH eee meh eRe ee oe eR ne RE 

® e 

Why TIMKEN bearings can 1 
take the toughest loads Amun a rt ove, 

SURFACE mj . SHOCK-RESISTING 
In Timken bearings, the load is carried on a line of a ib INNER CORE 

contact between the rollers and races instead of being a SO es, d “Adal 

concentrated at a single point. Made of Timken fine _ _ 4s a 
alloy steel, the rolls and races are case-carburized to sane a mecnee 

give a hard, wear-resistant surface with a tough core 

to withstand shock, 

| ae Want to learn more 
in about bearings ? 

7 i i = Some of the engineering problems you'll face after 

| | ry ap | (ea graduation will involve bearing applications. If you’d 
Vi a | wd Fanaa like to learn more about this phase of engineering, 

se g 9 we'll be glad to help. Clip this page for future 
itr ee reference, and for a free copy of the 270-page General 

Information Manual on Timken bearings, write today 

to The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, 

Ohio. Cable address: ““TIMROSCO”. 

TRADEMARK REG. U. 5. PAT. OFF 

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER c> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER a> 
Sf BEARING TAKES RADIAL @) AND THRUST ~@— LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION HC 
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We think engi | e think engineers are people . . . 
That may be an odd statement, but you'll find there’s a tendency in 
some companies to treat engineers like engines . . . You’re so much 
high-priced machinery, just another highly-polished cog in a big gear. 

Not to us, though. 

For nearly 70 years now we’ve been working with and for engineers, 
and by this time we feel we know something about them — and you. 
For example, we know that you’re probably looking for a job that 

will let you and help you learn and grow. You want a chance to 
prove that you can create, engineering-wise, and that you can handle 
responsibility. You want security, but not the kind that means a safe, 
dull rut. 

If you think we're right in our ideas, you'll find the Harnischfeger 
Corporation is a good place to work — for a good long time. Write 
our Training Director today, for a free booklet describing the op- 
portunities for engineers with Harnischfeger. 

We want — Engineers 
e e e e e e | e e | 

. - « Clectrical, mechanical, civil, mining, general or industria 
For — Sales, design and industrial engineering positions. 

We make — Industrial Products: P&H Overhead Cranes, Elec- 
trical Hoists, Welding Equipment, Welding Electrodes, Truck 
and Crawler Cranes. 

Construction Equipment: P&H Power Shovels, Excavators, 
Truck Cranes, Mining Shovels, Soil Stabilizers. Pre-Fabricated 

Homes. Diesel Engines. 

HARNISCHFEGER CORPORATION 
Headquarters in Milwaukee, Wis.; 9 plants in 5 states; 18 dis- 
trict sales offices plus export offices. Established 1884. Over 
4,000 employees. 

TA die | A < am # 
eC A Line ry, ay BO tet, wm Fy eee 

Imvce HANES VEEL ENGINES POWER SHOVELS —~HEFABLCATED HOMES ELECHTE HOISTS So STAZERS —_WEIING FQUIENT ——_OvENEAD aan 
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ls part of future being built here 7 ¢ part of your future being built here Z 
Here you see the beginning of another addition production capacity to a billion pounds of 
to Alcoa’s expanding facilities. This plant, at aluminum a year, four times as much as we 
Rockdale, Texas, will be the first in the world produced in 1939. And still the demand for 

to use power generated from lignite fuel and aluminum products continues to grow. Con- 
will produce 170 million pounds of aluminum a sider the opportunities for you if you choose 
year. This and other new plants bring Alcoa’s to grow with us. . 

Wh thi f 2 at can this mean as a career ror you 2 
This is a production chart—shows the millions did good work to create this record. minded “laymen” for production, 
of pounds of aluminum produced by Alcoa You can work with these same men, research and sales positions. If you 
each year between 1935 and 1951. Good men learn from them and qualify yourself graduate soon, if you want to be 

for continually developing oppor- with a dynamic company that’s 

Ss es tunities. And that production curve “going places,” get in touch with us. 

eo rr——i“‘C™COC* ee is still rising, we’re still expanding, Benefits are many; stability is a 

oe ve a re and opportunities for young men matter of proud record; opportuni- 

oon ee joining us now are almost limitless. ties are unlimited. 
oe See Ever-expanding Alcoa needs engi- For more facts, consult your 

 —  ——OiaC F's e & oo. neers, metallurgists, and technically | Placement Director. 

Qe 

ae fT ——rrrr—— i A 
a at i Cc @ ae ene) © 

ALUMINUM GCOMPANY OF AMERICA 
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° ° eo ae 
Joy Stick Control - - Ultraviolet Radiation - - 

(continued from page 15) (continued from page 62) 

used in a car equipped with an automatic transmission not ended. This is usually equivalent to outside fresh air. 

requiring a clutch pedal and with hydraulic controls suit- such a rate of air sanitization is used in most installations 

ed to remote operation. to protect personnel from cross-infection. In some installa- 

Coarse Steering—Another disadvantage, one that can tions, howver, such as hospitals and pharmaceutical labor- zs 8 > > P: P 
be partly overcome, is the coarseness of the steering. atories where absolute sterility is often necessary, the high- partly & 4 Y 8) 

Coarse steering means that a small sideways movement of est degree of bacteriological reduction possible is most de- 

the stick would produce large turn in the car. This could  sirable—at least 98 percent. In these installations the num- 

be dangerous at high speeds. However, the same damping ber of lamps in the air-conditioning system is simply in- 

device used to prevent road shocks from reaching the creased, using the aforementioned curves (Fig. 1) as a 

stick could also reduce the rate at which the stick could be guide. 

moved. Something similar to a hydraulic shock obsorber One method of controlling odors emanating from air- 

would provide the limiting control. conditioning systems, from the products in the room or 

<u se oY: STICK 

THROTTLE GABLE “ A Typical Two-Bank Duct 

. BRAKE MASTER eine a 1.00 rT 4d ZZ qT 1 
SHOCK AND VIBRATION | | D Z tte + i— a —— hae | CAD 

) 4 J eee i EMD 
EE Re 3 Cn | | S| o> LZ ob 0) ay fob 3 Lb A 

cay a a E> 2404 
<) ae 8 4 | 

es p er ee § 0.70) BH : po ne Fue g | 
pr CYLINDER BRACKET | 8 _j__| | ee {| | | a fh i - Ve e | | [A | yy : : eel 6 | Z I fey - HIN GE BALL AND Socket ee © 0.60} "XT wo Banks of Lamps 

: MAIN Piver SHAFT LEVER Sl t | ; 
PiyoT BEARING Co | | tt | 

Ris BR ee o.50}—}-_—}_| + | | ft 4) 

ae 5 | | Three Banks of Lamps 

ee PP 
DETAILS OF JOY-STICK UNIVERSAL 945304060 80100 120140160 180 200 220 240200 

ee Duct Length—Inches 
_.. MOUNTING AND ACCESSORIES ° 

a . Fig. 6 The correction factor used with Fig. 5 for calculation 
Change of Driving Habits The greatest deterrent to the of air ducts having two or three banks of lamps. 

acceptance of the joy-stick would be the motorist’s re- 

sistance to radical change. The substitution of the joy- from the personnel themselves, is by ventilation. That is, 

stick for the steering wheel would require him to learn about ten-percent outside air is mixed with the recirculated 

new driving habits. A great deal of education and pro- air to impart some “freshness” to the indoor atmosphere. & g P P iP: 

motion would have to be done to convince the buyer that Ozone can oxidize many odors. This form of oxygen (O:) 

the safety and savings are worth the change. The serious is found in outside air at an average concentration of ap- 

disadvantages have to be eliminated. The advantages proximately 0.025 parts per million by weight. Ozone 

must outweigh the minor disadvantages and inconveni- greatly contributes to the “freshness’ of clean outside air. 

ences. However, the simplicity and naturalness of oper- However, ozone is a very unstable molecule, reverting to 

ation should cause ready acceptance once the buyer has oxygen (Oz) on making contact with organic matter or 

driven in a car equipped with the joy-stick. surfaces, so that little, if any, ozone is ever found indoors. quipp Joy > > Y> 

CONTROL HEAD It is possible now to make Sterilamps that produce control- 

2 ‘ +, % led amounts of pure ozone. These lamps can be combined 
Description The head of the stick, which is a yoke . P mP, 

: j with non-ozone types in air-conditioning systems to supply 
with a cross-bar about an inch down from the top, con- : : 

. : ccescupil : ozone concentrations comparable to those found in out- 
tains the electrical controls for the horn, directional sig- : .. 

Ly : door atmosphere and thus destroy odors in addition to 
nals and automatic drive selector. The sides of the yoke Lisi he ai 

: ; ‘ . sterilizing the air. 
have handgrips moulded into them. The horn “ring” is 8 ; 

either part of the cross-bar or a wire rod behind the cross- Thus, using the ultraviolet radiation, indoor air can be 
bar. The upper tips of the yoke are the buttons for the sanitized and deodorized merely by installing Sterilamps 

directional signals. At the bottom of the yoke there is air-conditioning systems. The proper design of the 
either a row of buttons or a small segment wheel to select duct installation is relatively simple and results are highly 

twleasesturmio poge 68) efficient in removing bacteria from the air. 
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There’s great new opportunity for Engineers i 
Honeywell’s growing Aeronautical Division 

The delicately balanced glass of water of current aero products includes elec- 
below clings to its perch, despite the tronic fuel measurement systems, 

ss plane’s sharp banking turn. dozens of different kinds of gyros, ac- 
: That’s because a Honeywell elec- tuators and many other controls. 
. _ — =e tronic autopilot is in command . . . Today, with aircraft and rockets fly- 

Sa . <e the human pilot nowhere near the ing even higher and faster, demands 
aS Se coe controls. for new controls are being met in the 
een footer _ “ So precisely are the control surfaces new Honeywell aero plant pictured at 

| ._ == coordinated, that all displacing forces left. In developing these new controls, 
. fa. oe Om ee are instantly equalized. the men in our expanding engineering 
a ee — There simply can’t be any skidding and research sections often must work 
i? i Se or side-slipping to upset the glass. in the realm of pure science. 
(fe i. — This is typical of aircraft perform- There’s real opportunity for engi- 
Qo. a a ee ance made possible by controls pro- neers at Honeywell —for this is the age 

ee ie duced in Minneapolis by Honeywell’s of Automatic Control. And Honeywell 
oe expantiing Aeronautical Division. has been the leader in controls for 

oe Oise esides autopilots, Honeywell’s list more than 60 years! 

vr * ee : se iL 
, c : ¢ ed Zz Pay 

— = — i ee... = ‘ | —C— 
———“__O_ a r—“‘———C—“S—<‘(—( .eremekekerermrmrrr—S—sCU : y »_ 
Si e—eF“RUCUCC COO F=E A — c  rr—C CC CC a / y —< 
—  rr—™—“—— _— 8 ie ol 

—trs”—“i—‘—it—t—triNCCtittisCO*siC“‘“CON“SCNii‘SOi‘C.OC;”;*;*;*;«®;#;#;z;é ;;,;tCiUGAA We . : | errrs—“(r——OOOC—Oi—COrsSsSCSC—itisSCk eee. 
, _. €@O.. —* in oe 

ooo. rr rr  rrrrrFre—“‘“REESCOC;C , a | =...  .... Cw ins ae Ds 

Cs a ae le a 

—Urltrtrt—“_OOOOOOOOONONNOONdsOwOwSOwOWwON@wzwOWOdsSsSswSOSOStsSStsSSSrirSC—CSSXSsCCQsddCUr ~ “yy re etter“ EREREREREREEECCiCNO iO ‘aC Y |e Pil eo2 
cll rtrt—“(iwséSCSC‘“‘S , a 1 ead 

: Sen aN Sesce 
_ : i oO LS Dr 

The world lives better—works better —with Honeywell Controls teereeeeeees SEND COUPON FOR MORE INFORMATION. -...---+++, y : ; 
: MINNEAPOLIS- HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO. : 

Personnel Dept., Minneapolis 8, Minnesota : 
MINN BA POL LS ! Gentlemen: Please send me your booklet,“Emphasis on! 

Hone well : Research” which tells more about engineering opportu- : 
» : nities at Honeywell. ‘ 

: Name eee : 

Fiat we Coutiol 
: RUG a aso oe ene ts : 

: CU cee ee ee WF ONO Sli 
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Joy Stick Control - - 
(continued from page 66) 

| THE and indicate the setting of the automatic transmission. 

: Buttons make selection easier and faster but the wheel 

AUTOMATIC CONTROL lessens the chance of accidentally changing the setting. 

INDUSTRY One Hand Operation The joy-stick can be operated 

eee by one hand in almost every situation with all the firmness 

_ expected from two-hand driving with a steering wheel. 

on uneae opportunities for interesting In all the maneuvers it is never necessary to change the 

Meicatnt beets eae and grasp, as must be done when the steering wheel is rotated. 

Two-hand operation might be required for close parking 

or when driving over very rough roads unless power steet- 

@ ing is used. 

One-hand operation provides safe control under the 

SALES ENGINEERING conditions when the driver might be adjusting the car 

DESIGN ENGINEERING radio or lighting a cigarette. It means that the driver has 

one free hand to use to operate the controls on the instru- 

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING ment panel. Because the driver does not have to change 

his grip when he make sharp turns, he always has control, 

© and is never caught with his arms in an awkward position 

when an emergency requires quick steering. 

PENN CONTROLS, Inc., a leader in this ex- 1, SONGEUSIONS 
panding industry, offers intensive training The Joy-stick type of control is highly recommended 

in Air Conditioning, Heating, Refrigeration, if it is used in its most complete form, with power steering 

and Appliance control practice: leading to and a vibration and shock damper. If it can be used with 

Gueigraments in Sulss. Development and Pro- only the damper, which is also the rate-of-turn limiter, 

STS OTANG: without the steering effort becoming excessive, then this 

You are invited to meet with the unit would be in a very favorable position with respect 

PENN . to cost competition. Used without any refinements, the 

representative. joy-stick is hardly preferable because of the two dis- 

advantages of coarse steering and excessive turning and 

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS parking effort required. 

March 26 & 27 The difficulty found in winning public acceptance will 

depend greatly upon the initial refinement of the unit. 

PENN CONTROLS | All other disadvantages and inconveniences must be ac- 

T nc. counted for and eliminated. The product can then be sold 

° by pointing out that because it is new and different it 

Goshen, Indiana offers many safety features and savings. 

EVANS || & Ze 2,7 Si ag we ‘Flowers For 
. \ base Mea 

We Service and Install a ee yy Her For 
- . Ne aaa aaanel” (- — 
Everything We Sell ager 7 

Pea LAS Easter 
| Two Stores a 

Sc aa aaa \ ) 

TELEVISION SALES & SERVICE 
| 4233 W. Belt Line Dial 3-2651 Ree CORSAGES 

RADIO SALES & SERVICE GARDENIAS ORCHIDS 

720 University Ave. Dial 5-7294 i 

‘ Wagner's Floral Shop 
Madison’s Oldest Television Dealer We Deliver Anywhere in the World 

7-1983 Across from the Hospital 5-6229 
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v9 “ 
They are catalyst supports — Norton " 

refractory products made of chemically ee 
inert, heat-resistant, wear-resistant The principal raw materials used in [0 —r 
materials for use as catalytic carriers in the manufacture of Norton pure oxide f= Sf 
chemical processes. Pictured in spherical refractories are ALUNDUM (fused Foo= === | si YY 
shape here, they are also available as alumina), MAGNORITE* (fused mag. == = wer 
pellets and rings. nesia), fused stabilized ZIRCONIA and. === = | ql re 

to a limited degree, fused thoria. if ee gS — 
ays ; a Vo 

Composition and Properties . - | Ls 
: Planning Your Future? | th “3 

These supports are commercially 2. 7 f P 1. ee 
available in ALUNDUM* (fused alpha Norton Research is continually devel- | = a A ) 

alumina) mixtures varying from 77% to oping better products to make other <7 ase" ) » A 

89% alumina with silica as the principal products better. Young technicians who - ——— , eo 
impurity. In addition to their refrac- are interested in contributing to the | 9 3" 7 is 
toriness, they are chemically inert, me- technical advances of the future will find | A 

chanically strong and wear-resistant. Norton Research well worthinvestigating. | | 77 | 
Water absorption values of these sup- LC ae ol 

ports vary from 12% to 22% by weight. aes ee <i 
Surface areas by the nitrogen absorption | F, Bookl SS ee 

method range up to about one square Po! ree Booklet on 
meter per gram. Crushing strengths vary | _, longer lasting Norton refrac: Norma L. Gullberg, A.B., Chemistry, Clark Univer: | 
from 20 to 600 pounds, depending on size iS wih y _ tory products contains de- sity 146, takes a reading with an optical pyrometer 

and shape, and bulk densities range from Or. 1 i failed descriptions ef Norton on a high temperature furnace used for catalyst 
60 to 80 pounds per cubic foot. oc <= ~ _ contributions in this field. 

[ rrr—C—ir—sSCSCN Write for your copy. support tests. 

Many Refractory Products 
*Trade-Marks Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. and Foreign Countries 

Catalyst supports are but one of many 
refractory products made by Norton. aT i RR Paste ea TEBE OCCA LEAD Cel Tile ONCE DEN Ae OER 

These include small furnace refractories 
such as tubes, cores and muffles; large | 
furnace refractories such as_ bricks, N OQ R TO N | 

plates, muffles and other shapes; re- | 
fractory cements; refractory laboratory TRADE MARE REQ UU a Set ATs OEE: L 

ware; kiln furniture for ceramic plants. | (laking better products to make other products better ¥ 
In its search for refractory products /> 

that can be used at higher and higher ABRASIVES “GRINDING WHE! nO) OlLSTONES, abrasive paren e cuoTad: 
temperatures, Norton has developed a “as ae . LZ Fi Ob | 
line of pure oxide refractories. These re- REFRACTORIES, POROUS MEDIUMS & LABORATORY WARE Fi vonsur FLOORING y 

fractory shapes, as their name implies, 6 BD, a ( 
ave molded without bond and then fired GRINDING & LAPPING MACHINES (ae BORON CARBIDE PRODUCTS _\V. : 

at sufficiently high temperatures to pro- _ SF 
duce a truly sintered product. NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASSACHUSETTS 

BEHR-MANNING, TROY, N.Y. 1S A DIVISION OF NORTON COMPANY a 
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On the Campus - - W.S.P.E. - - Chairmen - - 
(continued from page 28) (continued from page 42) (continued from page 37) 

sec.; Lonay Nelson, treas.; Canden ed as Membership Chairman of the tains a good balance in basic 

K. Nelson, chm., program comm.; Northwest Chapter 1950-1951 and eeurses in the thie aia mechani 

Thomas Elbert, chm., tools and as President in 1952. cal areas: heat power, machine de- 

equipment comm.; Paul Padrutt is Mr. Genisot is President of the sign and production engineering. In 

also chairman of the shop and fa- Genisot Engineering Company, of the senior year the student may 

cilities committee. Other sub-com- Rhinelander. He served as engineer elect additional work in any one or 

mittees are finance and Engineering with the State Highway Commission all three tof these: felas, 

Exposition committees. of Wisconsin for 10 years and has 

The group plans a display for had his own engineering organiza- Air conditioning, refrigeration, 

the Engineering Exposition to be tion for the last 15 years. He is a and heating and ventilation, a total 

held on April 9 through 11. past President of the Wisconsin Val- of nine credits may be elected as a 

Contact with wholesale parts ley Chapter of WSPE. heat-power option. 

houses is contemplated and should Mr. Lord is Chief Engineer and | 

provide a substantial saving to mem- Director of the Madison Metropoli- Internal combustion and gas tur- 

bers in obtaining parts for their tan Sewerage District. He is a mem- bines and jet propulsion engine 
Es, ber of ASCE, CSSIWA and the courses is also an option in heat- 

Dues are $2.00 per semester with Technical Club of Madison. He has power. 

a $3.00 charge per semester, for ga- served as President of the South- For the student who is interested 

rage privileges as soon as such fa- west Chapter of WSPE. in design, three advanced courses 

cilities are available. National Representative—Arthur G. are offered. 

The officers would like to empha- Behling, Edwin J. Kallevang . For the production minded stu- 

size that owning a car is not neces- Mr. Behling 33 Consulting Engi- dent, there are available three ad- 
sary prior to becoming a member of neer, Milwaukee. He isa member of vanced vourses in industeial engi: 

the Automobile Club. Anyone with the Engineers’ Society of Milwau- siveriny. 

information and resources is en- kee. He has served as a member of 

couraged to join. the Public Relations Committee, The mechanical engineering 
1944; Fees and Salaries Committee, course permits a wide selection of 

3 . 1945; Chairman, 1946-47, and Di- courses in any one of the three ap- 

niin rector, 1949-50. He is now a Na- plication field of design, produc: 
A a a tional Representative. tion and operation of mechanical 

(a @ Mr. Kallevang is Chief Engineer equipment. 

Moss . | of Wisconsin Power and Light Com- For those students who wish to 

bets es | pany, Madison. He served as ap- avoid any tendency toward speciali- 
ey) pointive Director WSPE in 1946, zation, a general course may be tak- 

‘ Chairman of the Committee on Leg- en which places more emphasis on a 
| islation in 1946-47, Second Vice- strictly balanced course in all three 
| B e r President in 1948, First Vice-Presi- mechanical engineering fields. Be- 

| g dent, 1949, President in 1950-51, cause it is important that a student 

| Typewriter Co. and Past President Member of the be trained to take his place in so- 
Board of Directors, 1951-52, mem- ciety as well as in his profession, 

Student Headquarters ber NSPE Public Relations Commit- the mechanical engineering curricu- 

tee 1951-1952. He is a “Member for lum requires that he study English, 
@ UNDERWOOD Life” of American Institute of Elec- speech, technical writing, economics, 

trical Engineers, a Veteran Member contemporary trends, (world poli- 
e SMITH-CORONA of Wisconsin Utilities Association, tics and affairs) and human rela- 

@ REMINGTON and a member of an Engineering tions for engineers. The mechanical 

Committee of Edison Electric Insti- engineering course has sufficient 

@ ROYAL tute. flexibility to permit a student to 

Mr. Richard C. Clark will serve satisfy any reasonable desire with 
Rented — Repaired the Society as Past President. Hold- respect to the subjects to be studied, 

| Sold over Directors are Marcus A. Blak- and for those who want a great 

ey, Milwaukee and Lester O. Ho- amount of so-called liberal educa- 

| 731 University Ave. ganson of Burlington. tion than is permitted in the four- 

MADISON, WISCONSIN The newly elected members will year program, a special five or even 

| Phone 6-3603 | take office on July and serve until a six-year program may be ar- 

| - July Ist, 1954. ranged. 
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) What's Happening at CRUCIBLE | o a 

A Ea 
about clicker die steel 7 

what it is how it is used 
Clicker die steel is a special cold rolled alloy steel. It is used Clicker die steel is furnished to the die maker in either 

in making clicker dies for cutting leather, rubber, plastic, single or double edged form in one of several standard 

felt and fabrics of other compositions that shapes. The die maker first shapes the die by bending 
= go into the making of shoes the die steel to a pattern that provides the desired con- 

7 and similar products. figuration, and then welds the two ends at a corner. He 

q \ finishes the die by grinding a bevel on the outside of the 

ae 7 \ cutting edge and filing the inside edge. Before the fin- 
| q ished die is hardened and tempered, the die maker 
a ‘ .. . . forms identification marks — combinations of circles 4 \ Finished clicker die ready z : : 

for cutting shoe leather. and squares — in the cutting edge so that the material 
i cut from it may be easily identified as to its size and 

a q style. 

ams a a In the cutting operation, the leather or other material 
Same ciike clickeridia-aivel siandera is placed on an oak block in the bed of the clicker 

shapes. machine. Then the die is placed by hand on the material 
fe / Tee Gare which is cut as the aluminum faced head of the machine 

/ TT aaa ee @ a aes . 
f g se aniliccm en ate presses the die through it. The clicking sound which 

7 od the head makes as it strikes the die is where the term 
H ec “clicker machine” derived its name. 4 fe 7 Sols 

4 Te sate Eee a | - 
a aay what it is composed of 

2 O Clicker die steel as produced by the Crucible Steel 

A A SIRENS GES? 5 GiNERS CEN Company of America is a controlled electric steel in a COs IC) . oo ‘ A ie Peal which the combination of carbon and alloy is designed 

oes il for maximum toughness and proper hardness after heat 

| a) meen treatment. 
rie 

Fae | Experience has proved that cold finished clicker die 
Se steel is superior to hot rolled material for sizes ap- 

proximately 34 inch and narrower because of its lower 

degree of surface decarburization which permits the Peers eet a a7 a : : = . . 
| 790 X 120 x .040 (66) use of slightly thinner sections. Cold finished material 

Ve ro | also has a better surface finish with closer width and 
: fe [eae mipppane thickness tolerances and thinner edges that require 

XG = Cea el SY less grinding and filing to complete the die. 

_ Rieck) pee w w 7a . . 5 . 

A ee a CRUCIBLE’S engineering service 
EN Wider shi i a ‘ ‘ . | sized by surface. grinding ‘efter forme As with clicker die steel, the Crucible Steel Company of 
ie 1 ea dos ae crs at to be America is the leading producer of special purpose 

ce | 4 surface ground. steels. If you have a problem in specialty steels, our staff 
is | of field metallurgists with over 50 years experience in 

ie | fine steel making is available to help you solve it. 

= iv Crucible Steel Company of America, General Sales and 

Operating Offices, Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

first name in special purpose steels 58 yu of Fi tana 
Midland Works, Midland, Pa. . Spaulding Works, Harrison, N. J. ° Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. . Spring Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
National Drawn Works, East Liverpool, Ohio « Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N. Y. * Trent Tube Company, East Troy, Wisconsin 
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Chemical eo neering project is undertaken. There must be surveys of 

(continued jrom page 36) the sites for bridges, buildings, dams. There must be 

The activities of the chemical engineer include a wide preliminary and final surveys to aid in determining the 
variety of personal talents, as in plant operation, sales and | most economical and feasible routes for highways and ir- 
marketing, in process design, in equipment design, and in tigation canals, and for new railway locations that are 
research and development. continually being built to shorten distances between termi- 

The importance of research is highly stressed in chem- nals. Such surveys have been greatly speeded in recent 
ical industries where 5 per cent of their entire sales are years by aerial mapping. Surveyors also locate lot lines 

spent on research and development, as compared with only and settle disputes between land owners, and determine 

1.6 per cent for the average of all industries. The chem- the boundaries and areas of farms. The proper laying out 
ical industries spend more than three times as much of — of new housing and other municipal developments depends 
their percentage sales in developing new products as other largely on detailed surveys of the proposed sites. Many | 

industries. Because of this demand and need for research, surveyors are also employed in making government topo- 

a relatively high percentage of chemical engineering stu- graphic maps of the land area of the country and hydro- 

dents is directed into graduate studies. graphic maps of lakes and coastlines. | 

Biochemical engineering is an adaptation of the chem- As with any profession, continued growth depends on | 

ical engineering profession to the production of fermen- maintaining an adequate supply of young persons eager 
tation products, dairy products, beverages, leather, tex- and qualified to enter that profession. In general, the 

tiles, and pharmaceuticals. These industries are of special usual road to becoming a civil engineer involves training 

importance in Wisconsin. in a college of engineering. Such colleges cannot operate 

re eg without teachers, and teaching staffs must be drawn from 
Civil _. among those engineers who have done well in college and 

( ciLaNiLeP FARE NBEO) who have also acquired practical experience in the civil 

that of structures. Our population is rapidly increasing ©"g!neering field. There are many opportunities these 

and as a result there is continuing demand for more hous- days for young men who are interested in taking graduate 
ing, shopping centers, office space, public buildings and work in universities with a view to entering the engineer- 

other structures of all kinds, both large and small. Many ing teaching profession through which the supply of civil 

civil engineers are employed as a direct or indirect result engineers can be maintained. 

of this expansion. They are associated with architects in annals 

the design and construction of large steel and concrete Electrical i 

buildings, with contractors in planning and building hous- (continued from page 37) 

ing developments, and with public agencies in city plan- Vices requiring for understanding much imagination along 

ning, redevelopment of slum areas, and laying out parks with advanced training in science and mathematics. 

and playgrounds. Most spectacular in the field of struc- At the University of Wisconsin in Madison, our new 
tural engineering has been the construction of great facilities in the new Engineering Building are among the 
bridges over rivers and harbors. best in the country. Our course of study has recently been 

With population growth come also increased demands thoroughly revised in keeping with present day trends and 

for hydraulic and sanitary engineers to provide safe and thinking in engineering education. It is constantly under 

adequate public water supplies, and to build sewage col- surveillance so that improvements can be made from time 

lection systems and treatment plants which will return to time to keep it in step with the needs and demands of 

waste waters to the streams in a form least harmful to wild industry. 

life and most satisfactory from the standpoint of use of the There is a joint student branch of the AIEE-IRE on the 

streams and lakes by the public. Hydraulic and sanitary campus, with a faculty member in charge as branch coun- 

engineering is part of civil engineering. Hydraulic engi- cilor. This student branch holds regular meetings and 

neers also design and build flood control works to prevent sponsors activities of interest to student engineers. It af- 

or reduce damages from the floods that follow intensive fords a means for orienting students with regard to pro- 

storms. They design and build the works necessary to pro- fessional activities within the AIEE and IRE following 

vide adequate channels for the inland water transporta- graduation. 

tion that carries millions of tons of bulk products on our The University of Wisconsin offers excellent opportuni- 

rivers every year. Port facilities and breakwaters must be ties for study leading to the Bachelor of Science (B.S.), 

provided for both inland and ocean navigation. Water Master of Science (M.S.), and Doctor of Philosophy 

power plants are designed by civil engineers and built (Ph. D.) degrees in electrical engineering. Students with 

under their guidance, and in the western part of the coun- good high school records and a real interest in mathematics 

try 25 million acres are under irrigation with water brought and science would do well to consider the possibilities of 

from lakes and streams through thousands of miles of enrolling in this course of study which leads to a most 

canals. interesting professional life, and one which is of basic 

Many civil engineers also find work as surveyors. Sur- importance to our economy in time of peace and our secur- 

veying is one of the first jobs to be done when an engi- ity in time of war. 
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The Torrington Needle Bearing 
proper housing design ts essential to proper performance 

The Torrington Needle Bearing : 4 
offers many design and opera- ————— SIN XP 

tional advantages for a great ———— (7 BUNS 
variety of products and equip- ——<—<— 6 aah aes ain a rr pr ES Re ment. For example, a Needle SS ee —Is 
Bearing has greater rated radial a, (is SSAN \J N 
load capacity in relation to its . : SIRS 
outside diameter than any other if = \ 
type of anti-friction bearing. It is teh 
extremely light in weight. And it Resate Bearings require simple CENIZZaN iN 

i i i housings. If the housing bores are a is easy to install and lubricate wee pr aise) Bpolititte opér~ AIZAN A. 

Housing Maintains “ee oat 
Bearing Roundness ; ee bone 

TZ {—- A) 

The housing is an essential part () eA Ube 

of the Needle Bearing assembly. Ch 

Care should be taken to provide (aes — Saw 
a straight, round housing bore to a 4 
the recommended tolerances. a—neseest = a 

The thin, surface-hardened 

outer shell of the Needle Bearing 

acts as the outer race surface as between the needle rollers and pressed into place. Bore dimen- 
well as a retainer for the rolls. the shaft, and to assure sufficient sions in such cases should be less 
This shell assumes the shape of press fit to locate the bearing than standard. Needle Bearings 
the housing into which it is firmly. can be pressed directly into phe- 
pressed. Consequently, the hous- When designing housings of  nolic or rubber compounds, al- 
ing bore should be round, andthe _— materials that are soft or of low though metal inserts are recom- 
housing so designed that it will tensile strength, allowance should mended. 

carry the radial load imposed on _ be made for the plastic flow of the The new Needle Bearing cata- 
the bearing without distortion. material when the bearing is log will be sent on request. 

Housing Material THE TORRINGTON COMPANY 
Determines Bore Size Torrington, Conn. + South Bend 21, Ind. 

District Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities of United States and Canada 

The specified housing bore dimen- 

sions for any given material TORRINGTO NEEDLE EARINGS 
should be maintained in order to 

give the proper running clearance —_ NEEDLE + SPHERICAL ROLLER + TAPERED ROLLER « STRAIGHT ROLLER « BALL + NEEDLE ROLLERS 
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oT +a ao Ith 

2 Yr At | we FF | Add er 

A Pe : fou | _ - . ry, Wl Bb 
§ SS io 5 lf a | a J. Lf yA , 

ee 2/4 eo Se | fs 

a ee : a Swe, RA eh eTA os 4 

al of : | 7 3 | 8 _siThe Ring Test 

ee oe = 

The ring test, shown above, is a scientific founders as evidenced by the photograph below of 

method for determining the modulus of rupture cast iron pipe installed in 1664 to supply the town 

of pipe. It is not a required acceptance test but one and fountains of Versailles, France and still in 

of the additional tests made by cast iron pipe manu- service. Cast iron pipe is the standard material for 

facturers to ensure that the quality of the pipe water and gas mains and is widely used in sewage 

meets or exceeds standard specifications. works construction. Send for booklet, “Facts About 

‘ d wn ‘ Cast Iron Pipe.” Address Dept. C., Cast Iron Pipe 

7 ning, | from " sche n t is subject to Research Association, T. F. Wolfe, Engineer, 

progressive. y increase eruse ing Oa unt. ‘ailure 122 So. Michigan Ave. Chicago 3, Illinois. 

occurs. Standard 6-inch cast iron pipe, for example, 
withstands a crushing weight of more than 14,000 

Ibs. per foot, Such pipe meets severe service re- ik 
. . . : pS ad 

quirements with an ample margin of safety. : , aS 

Scientific progress in the laboratories of our : — : 3 ee 

members has resulted in higher attainable stand- bo ~ COC eo: oo) 

ards of quality in the production processes. By - a may, geke., & ae 

metallurgical controls and tests of materials, cast : yo — ce 

iron pipe is produced today with precise knowl- | al 2 oS i. | 

edge of the physical characteristics of the iron fo in ™* 7 | 

before it is poured into the mold. Constant control fe. J _ | 

of cupola operation is maintained by metal analy- 5 Je - oO _ | 

sis. Rigid tests of the finished product, both ac- yy a oe i”. 

ceptance tests and routine tests, complete the Pog _ 3 _ joo ™~,, 

quality control cycle, But with all the remarkable 

improvements in cast iron pipe production, we do Section of 285-year-old cast iron water main still 
not forget the achievements of the early pipe serving the town and fountains of Versailles, France. 

CAS I IRON PIPE civrcnies 
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Boeing’s great new tunnel can help you 

Whatever enginecring ficld you enter, and materials, and approachcs them hunting, golf, boating and other recrea- 
you'll get ahead faster if the company without limitations. Extensive sub-con- tional facilities. Both arc fresh modern 
you join possesses outstanding research — tracting and major procurement pro- cities with fine residential and shopping 
facilitics. Bocing’s newly redesigned  grams—directed and controlled by districts, and schools of higher learning 
54,000-hp. wind tunncl—the only pri- — engineers—afford varied expcericnce and ~~ where you can study for advanced 
vately owned trans-sonic tunnel in the broad contacts with a cross-section of — degrees. 

country — isan example of the research American industry. ; ‘There are openings in ALL branches 

akan Bat could help 1 Bet Aircraft development is such an m- of cnginecring (mechanical, civil, clec- 
ahead in this tanious company. ther tegral_part of our national life that trical, acronautical, and related ficlds), 
research tools at Bocing include acous- young graduates can enter it with full for DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION, 
heel egal pneumatic, mechanical, expectation of a_ rewarding, long-term RESEARCH and TOOLING. Also for scrvo- 

electronics, vibration and physical te career. Bocing, for instance, is now in — mechanism and clectronics designers 
search laboratorics, among others. its 36th ycar of operation, and today and analysts, and physicists and mathe- 

No industry matches aviation in offer employs more engineers than at the — maticians with advanced degrees. 
ing young engineers such a wide range — peak of World War II. . . 
of expcericnce, or such breadth of appli- Bocing engineering activity is con- For foyer information, 
cation — from pure research to produc- _centrated at Seattle in the Pacific North- consult: your: Placement Offeei:or, writes 
tion design, all going on at once. Bocing west, and Wichita in the Midwest, JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer— Personnel 

is constantly alert to new techniques These communities offcr finc fishing, Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington 
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BY |. R. DROPS 

These jokes approved by the Department of Minors and Morals. 

“I wonder what’s the matter with our star basketball At the stroke of twelve the irate father stomped to the 

player—he looks so unhappy.” heads of the stairs and shouted, “Young man, haven’t you 
$ 5 ¥ S 222 

“It’s because his father is always writing him for * self-starter? 

money.” “Don’t need one,” answered the young suitor, “as long 

as there’s a crank in the house.” 
ak ik fe 

* * * 
Sarge: “I suppose when you get out of the Army you'll 

be waiting for me to die so you can spit on my grave.” He took her hand in his and gazed proudly at the en- 

Rookie: “No Sarge. After I shed this uniform, I never gagement ring he had placed on her finger only three 

want to stand in line again. days before. 

“Did your friends admire it?” he inquired tenderly. 

* * * “They did more than that,” she replied. “Two of them 

Little Steve, six, was a profanity addict, which caused recognized it.” 

his mother anguish to no end. One day Steve got an in- 
7 . 7 * x 

vitation to a playmate’s birthday party. As he left the ° 

house, his mother’s final caution was, “Stephen, I’ve asked A Communist was perched atop one of Moscow’s highest 

Mrs. Wilson to send you straight home the minute you use buildings, contemplating suicide, and a policeman had 

one bad word. made his way to the roof to try and persuade the man 

Twenty minutes later Steve was back home. His moth- not to jump. “Think of your mother and father,” pleaded 

er was angry. Steve was sent to bed. His attempts at ex- the officer. 

planation were ignored. A little later, however, his moth- “Haven't any.” 

er softened and went upstairs to see how Steve was taking “Think of your wife and children.” 

it. « > » Haven’t any. 

“Tell me truthfully, Steve, just why Mrs. Wilson sent “Well, think of what your girl friend might think.” 

you home. What did you do.” Little Steve, humiliated, but F have women” 

still wrathful, replied: “Do? I didn’t do nothing. That . . 
. ae P % e “All right, think of Joseph Stalin.” 
party ain’t til tomorrow. 

“Who’s he?” 

xe x * “Go ahead and jump, you damn capitalist.” 

“Mother,” began the little girl, “what does transatlantic * * Fa 

mean?” 
a a5 Girl: “I said some foolish things to Frank last night.” 
Across the ocean. 

ee ‘ ‘ % Girl Friend: “Yes?” 
But, does ‘trans’ always mean across? ‘ q ' 

‘ K ‘ Girl: “ s : 
“Yes, always,” said the mother, sternly; “and if you aa That was one of them 

ask me another question tonight, I shall send you right « x * 

to bed.” 

After a brief silence, however, the child braved the Tom: “Is my face dirty, or is it my imagination?” 

threatening storm, by remarking: “Then, I suppose trans- Donna: “Your face is clean. I don’t know about your 

parent means a cross parent.” imagination.” 
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Ina land noted for rapid expansion _ keting operations promising careers GA! i. 
of free industrial enterprise, few exist for graduates in virtually any Nog 8 ae: 
companies have matched the swift phase of engineering. NS oar x a ‘ ‘ . soe . 3 ee 4 ao and continuing growth of the On-the-job training is the eo hay ‘ey Reynolds Metals Company. Now op- Reynolds policy—after preliminary a A 
erating 27 plants in 13 states, and orientation which may include basic Tapping one of huge battery of still expanding, Reynolds offers the experience in production plants for electrolytic cells 
ambitious engineering Braduate a sales personnel, and sales office work —— 
world of Opportunity, for technical trainees, Liberal insur- aa ene i | Reynolds operations include baux- ance, hospitalization and retirement f -“ i ae ite mining in domestic and foreign programs are maintained, f oe Genes “gil locations...chemical and electrolytic For important background infor- fe : Pe 
Processing to produce aluminum pig nation on “your future in Alumi- an sie) -.-sheet rolling... drawing and © num,” mail the coupon. If you are oe ale trusion of mill and structural shapes definitely interested now, write direct Se a BP all Ve . foil rolling and printing... POW t4 General Employment Manager, LS es WA der and paste production. .. finished Reynolds Metals Company, 3rd and oa - a parts and products fabrication. In Grace Streets, Richmond 19, Va. Sheet rolling—reverse: hot mill in these and in the allied sales and mar- > operation 

RON ee LS ee eee ee 
boot tte | Reynolds Metals Company, Employment Dept. | | FER Ea | Richmond 19, Virginia | oe | | Please send me, FREE, your 96-page booklet, “The ABC's of Aluminum"; | oe also the 44-page book, “Reynolds Aluminum... and the Company that i EER REE makes it.” | 
ogee | | J Nome 
2a Adee Reynolds expanding production — historic 

I chapter in 33 years of continuing growth. a 
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@ Young Allison aircraft engineers, powerful turbine engine and the pilot’s signments while in our test department 

who not so long ago were in engineer- ability to perform the assigned job. was as engineering representative dur- 

ing sc sas are a layi . ing four months of cold weather engine 
ing schools as you are now, are playing Floyd Boyer is a Montana boy who gfou nths of ¢ veal eng 

an important part in development of 2 es ‘© tests in Alaska in the winter of 1951. 

ke came to Allison from Georgia Tech in . : 

controls for today’s high-powered tur- ane : Today, as Project Engineer in charge 

‘ ; 1940 as a junior test engineer. By early 

bine engines. Y of turbo-prop fuel controls, he looks 
1944 he had been advanced to experi- hah 

soe: Fi 3 , : . after the application and development 

Their job is to design an instrument mental engineer and in 1948 to senior . 5 . 

: i é . 3 : . j engineering on these devices. 

which will relieve the pilot of much of — project engineer. His work on engine : F 

. : Kent Hahn spent his first year with 

the manual control in engine opera- controls began during World War IT i 3 

‘ * "Allison working in several depart- 

tion. Once the throttle is set, the con- when he helped develop the automatic : . . F 
: : ments and is now a project engineer in 

trol takes over and supplies the right boost control for the two-stage super- 
2 . . 2 the controls development group, work- 

amount of fuel to the engine. The con- charged V1710 reciprocating engines. ; wee 
: : ing on propeller coordinating controls. 

trol must compensate for changes in In 1951 he was made group engineer : 
; : . He also has had assignments on en- 

outside temperature, atmospheric pres- in charge of turbo-prop control devel- : bak 
. : : . gine deicing controls, and on controls 

sure and other variables involved in opment and now guides the work of 5 : 

chanwes th altitude “I th : for the turbo-prop engines in the Alli- 

Bes . twelve other engineers. son Turbo-Liner where the commercial 

This automatic control enables the E. J. “Gene” Bevers worked with us advantages of turbo-prop engines are 

pilot to concentrate his efforts on the asa student engineer in the summer of now being demonstrated. 

fulfillment of his mission. Meanwhile, 1944 before graduating in 1945. The Let’s check together on a job for 

his engine is protected against over- Army called him for a two-year hitch you with the world’s most experienced 

speeding, high temperature and other but he was back on the job in January, manufacturer of turbo-jet and turbo- 

critical factors affecting the life of the 1947. One of his most interesting as- prop engines. 

Allison is looking for young men with degrees in MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING. A lesser number of openings exist for majors in Metallurgy, Electronics, 

Mathematics and Physics. Write now for further information: R. G. Greenwood, Engineering College Contact, Allison 

Division, General Motors Corporation, Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 

ot ° ° 

7 Mision DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION © Indianapolis, Ind. 

Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES for modern aircraft... 

heavy duty TRANSMISSIONS for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . . . DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 

PARTS . . . PRECISION BEARINGS for aircraft, Diesel locomotives and special application. 
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SUN GLASSES in growing volume are sailing. At every stage of manufac.  pesppecu ages Mer umeo sd 
equipped with lenses ground from pre- ture, these metal components are fl ed a 
seripuioin optical glass—lenses polished shaped, cut, surfaced and finished ie Miele ces to absolute clarity with Abrasive Powders with abrasives by CARBORUNDUM. as “ ee 
by CARBORUNDUM. Remember: on/y CARBORUNDUM su 

Produced by the Banded Predicts offers ALL abrasive products to give Hoe 
and Grain Division 5 you the proper ONE. 

Makers of sporting goods, like producers in a thousand differ- 
ent fields, have been alert to exploit the cost-cutting advantages 

te A ae nee . ” pE re. > of the “man-made minerals,” silicon carbide and aluminum Ke ep your eye on 
oxide by CARBORUNDUM. As a result they number their cus- vents teens CARBORUNDUM 

“Man-made minerals,” i one et aie forms, are at TRADE MARK 
SS ct co a re Zs. eee the very heart of mass production of identical, interchangeable for significant developments 

parts and sub-assemblies. In another form they are the key to h 1 es le minerals” . : : A = : continuous processes, replacing other materials that used to pased on “man-made minerals 
cause costly and frequent shutdowns. Can your manufacturing © ——— THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY, NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. ———— 
process use the benefits of... strength, sharpness, hardness, Products by CARBORUNDUM include Grinding and Cutting-Off Wheels, Discs 
porosity, chemical inertness, resistance to corrosion and abra- and Sticks...Coated Abrasive Sheets and Bolte... Waterprool Abrasive Paper... 

eo Gant sly. c arch disc Abrasive Grain and Powders and other abrasive products ... Electric Heating 
sion? Continuously, CARBORUNDUM research discovers new finery ond Conaanhe Resistors...Grain and Briquettes for deoxidizing steel 
ways to make these properties serve industry. and iron... Super Refractory Bricks, Special Shapes and Cements... Porous 

Whett Bie f Filter Media and Diffusers— and are marketed under the following trademarks: hether you are a potential customer of CARBORUNDUM or CARBORUNDUM + ALOXITE + MX * RED-I-CUT * TEXALOX « GLOBAR 
a potential member of our great engineering staff, we welcome FERROCARBO + CARBOFRAX © ALFRAX + MONOFRAX + MULLFRAX 
your interest —and your inquiries. 
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job with a chall ? Do you want a job with a challenge? 

ee It’s a challenge to serve the public need, to build essential equipment 
Be = for essential work. International Harvester accepted that challenge half 
& == a century ago and turned it into a business philosophy. 
| Weneedengineers...forto. 
| daytherearemore research | Today, the products we build are used throughout agriculture and 
| and engineering projects | industry, in transportation, construction, food preservation. In order to 
| under way than ever be’ | hold our position of leadership, we must continue and expand our re- 
| fore in Harvester history. |= search and engineering. 
|| For further information, 
== see yourPlacement Bureau We will continue to grow with men and women like you. 
#8 orwritetoF.D.MacDonald,  # . . : : 
= Education and Personnel #2 International Harvester offers a satisfying, rewarding career to the 
__ Department, International | = young and ambitious college graduate. Each job carries with it plenty 
«Harvester Co., 180N. Mich. | of chance for advancement. We like ambition. Any young graduate tak- 
e. fgen Ave., Chicago 1, Ill. == ing a job at Harvester can rise as far as his abilities will take him. 

INTERNATIONAL |F4| HARVESTER 
mannan 

180 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS 
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This picture is a photographic recording of a cathode ray oscilloscope trace which PHOTO COURTESY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, 
shows the speed of the reaction of lithium borohydride with an aqueous acid solution. oAEIEIS LETHE DR A ESOL R AaSh teae 

® In the laboratory, in the design department, the high speed movies can slow down fast motion 

production shop and assembly line, in fact all so that it can be seen and studied. 

through modern engineering operations, photog- In fact, there are so many ways in which pho- 

raphy is revealing new information, recording tography aids engineering and so many new 

facts, aiding new developments, saving time and applications being found, that many well- 

conserving effort. qualified graduates in the physical sciences and 

Photography can capture the fleeting flick of in engineering have been led to find positions 

the cathode ray, trace, and record important with the Eastman Kodak Company. 

engineering information. It can reproduce engi- If you are interested, write to Business and 

neering drawings—microfilm valuable data for Technical Personnel Department, Eastman 

easy transportation or space-saving storage. And Kodak Company, Rochester 4, New York. 

FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
—serves industrial, commercial and scientific progress fO 

~~ Kodalk 
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MY QUESTION TO THE G-E STUDENT INFORMATION PANEL: 

“How does your business training & [oe 

program prepare a college graduate |7 =r 

for a career in General Electric?” |¥ “yy _ 
CHARLES O. BILLINGS. Carnegie Institute of a a ., 

Technology. 1954 oi 7 RL FF 

The answer to this question, given at a student information meeting : 
held in July, 1952, between G-E personnel and representative college ee — * [ 
students, is printed below. If you have a question you would like an- [ay Y 
swered, or seek further information about General Electric, mail your Ds hl or 
request to College Editor, Dept. 123-2, General Electric Company, 

Schenectady, New York. 

ea RK. de CANNING, Business accounting and business practices of the modern eco- 
| 4 gilts ~ Training Course... General nomic enterprise, and as a supplement to the practical 

| | 3 — Electrie’s business training experience provided by the job assignment. 

iw . program offers the college / Tn general, the program trainee is considered in train- 
— <. >. graduate the opportunity to ing for three years during which time advancements are 
i = __ build a career in the field of made to more responsible types of accounting work. After 
eo . ri : accounting, finance, and completing academic training the trainee’s progress and 

a - | 5 business management in one interests are re-examined, Ifhe has demonstrated an apli- 
: e of’ thedost-diversified’ com: tude for financial work he is considered for transfer lo 

a oo , the staff of traveling auditors or to an accounting and 
parties: in: the country. financial supervisory position. From here his advance- 

Since its beginning in 1919, more than 3,000 students ment opportunities lie in financial administrative posi- 
have entered the program—one of the first training tions throughout the Company. Trainees showing an 
programs in business to be offered by industry. interest and aptitude for work other than financial, such 

The program's principal objective is to develop men as sales, purchasing, community relations, publicity, ete.. 
well qualified in accounting and related business studies, are at this time considered for placement in these fields. 
men who ean become administrative leaders in the finan- Today, graduates of the program hold responsible posi- 

vial and general business activities of the Company. tions throughout the entire organization. Management 
Selection of men for the program is based on inter- positions in the accounting and financial field throughout 

Views. reviews of students’ records. and discussions with the Company, such as Comptroller, Treasurer, finance 
placement directors and faculty members. Selection is managers, secretaries, and others, are held in large part 
not limited solely to accounting and business administra- by graduates of the course. Men who have transferred to 
tion majors. A large number of men in the program are other fields after experience in financial work include 
liberal arts graduates. engineers, and men with other public relations executives, managers of operating divi- 
technical training. sions and departments, presidents of affiliated Companies, 

When aman enters the program he is assigned a full- officials in personnel, employee relations and production 

lime office position in aecounting or other financial work divisions, and executives in| many other Company 
and enrolled in the formal evening education program. activities. 
This planned classroom work is a most important phase This partial list of positions now filled by former busi- 
of the program. The material presented is carefully se- ness training men is indicative of the career preparation 
lected and well integrated for the development of an ade- offered by the business training program, and of the 
quate knowledge of accounting and business theory, pro- opportunities that exist for qualified men interested in 
cedures and policies followed by the Company, acceptable beginning their careers in accounting and financial work.
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